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Abstract

We establish two new datasets with baselines and network architectures for the task of hyperspectral image analysis. The first dataset, AeroRIT, is a moving camera static scene captured
from a flight and contains per pixel labeling across five categories for the task of semantic
segmentation. The second dataset, RooftopHSI, helps design and interpret learnt features on
hyperspectral object detection on scenes captured from an university rooftop. This dataset
accounts for static camera, moving scene hyperspectral imagery. We further broaden the scope
of our understanding of neural networks with the development of two novel algorithms - S4AL
and S4AL+. We develop these frameworks on natural (color) imagery, by combining semisupervised learning and active learning,and display promising results for learning with limited
amount of labeled data, which can be extended to hyperspectral imagery.
In this dissertation, we curated two new datasets for hyperspectral image analysis, significantly larger than existing datasets and broader in terms of categories for classification. We
then adapt existing neural network architectures to function on the increased channel information, in a smart manner, to leverage all hyperspectral information. We also develop novel
active learning algorithms on natural (color) imagery, and discuss the hope for expanding their
functionality to hyperspectral imagery.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Motivation

Imagine the scene in Fig. 1.1 (blatantly borrowed from the Baby Driver movie clip on YouTube).
The original car to be tracked has escaped while the cops are chasing a dummy - while this
may sound funny, it is also the reality today. This case demonstrates a failure to successfully
able to discriminate between colors that are closer in the gamut, and while our brain can think
and account for the fact that these kinds of cases may occur, training a system to learn per
case on the fly is yet a feat to be accomplished.
Most object segmentation, detection, and tracking research aims toward multiple vision
modalities like grayscale, color, and point clouds. A relatively new yet straightforward solution
is the application of hyperspectral image analysis in this area of application. Hyperspectral
imaging in computer vision has been explored mainly for vegetation-based research. There is a
significant growth in papers within the computer vision community on developing frameworks
for classification of pixels on the Indian Pines, Salinas Valley, and University of Pavia scenes
[13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. However, these scenes suffer from sufficient variance within the dataset
to the extent, it is not possible to curate a proper train, validation, and test split and instead,
most studies often resort to using cross-validation for reporting results.
The research and development of computer vision frameworks in other imaging domains
profoundly impact many technological fields. However, it is relatively slow in hyperspectral
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(a) Car to be tracked. Marked in the color
Green. Chased by cops.

(b) A helicopter hovering above observes 3
identical cars with prior knowledge that the
car to be tracked is in the center.

(c) The actual car escapes while the helicopter
keeps its focus on the center car due to prior
knowledge.

(d) The driver intentionally causes a mishap
in the tunnel, forcing the leftmost car to swap
positions.

Figure 1.1: Baby Driver (2017) movie clip: credits ColumbiaPicturesPhils and YouTube.
Clockwise motion from top left.
imaging. A core reason for this growth rate is the need for datasets that make researching novel
solutions possible. The contributions of this thesis are curating and analysis of hyperspectral
systems in the less explored areas of segmentation and detection.
Moreover, we foresee yet another problem that we strive to address. Data curation comes
at a hefty cost of annotations in terms of price and hours. Hence, in addition to establishing
baselines for object segmentation and object detection in hyperspectral imagery, we further
explore the areas of research that deal with learning with limited available data, namely semisupervised and active learning, in natural imagery.
We observe that a critical difference in hyperspectral imagery and natural imagery as vision
modalities is the availability of a significantly sizeable ImageNet-level dataset for pretraining
all network architectures. We explore the possibility of algorithmic improvements under the
assumption of having a pretrained architecture by developing active learning frameworks on
two street-scene understanding datasets, CamVid, and CityScapes, under the premise of having
an ImageNet pretrained network as a starting point.
2
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1.2

Contributions

To summarize, the contributions of this thesis are as follows:
• We synthesize a relatively large synthetic hyperspectral scene for object detection and
tracking and adapt the Kernelized Correlation Filter framework to hyperspectral imagery
(Chapter 2),
• We gather, annotate and release two significantly larger datasets for the development of
hyperspectral imagery research on the tasks of semantic segmentation (Chapter 3) and
object detection (Chapter 4), and
• We extend our motivation for limited data towards the natural imagery domain and
develop two approaches that achieve state-of-the-art results for learning with limited
data (Chapter 5 and Chapter 6).

1.3

List of Publications

This thesis is the accumulation of the following set of publications:
Chapter 2 contains the work from:
• Uzkent, B., Rangnekar A., and Hoffman, M.J., "Tracking in Aerial Hyperspectral Videos
Using Deep Kernelized Correlation Filters," IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing (TGRS), 2019.
Chapter 3 contains the work from:
• Rangnekar, A., Mokashi, N., Ientilucci, E.J., Kanan, C. and Hoffman, M.J., "AeroRIT:
A new scene for hyperspectral image analysis," IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and
Remote Sensing (TGRS), 2020,
• Rangnekar, A., Ientilucci, E., Kanan, C. and Hoffman, M.J., "Uncertainty Estimation
for Semantic Segmentation of Hyperspectral Imagery," 3rd International Conference on
Dynamic Data Driven Application Systems (DDDAS), 2020.
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Chapter 4 contains the work from:
• Rangnekar, A., Mulhollan, Z., Vodacek, A., Hoffman, M., Sappa, A.D., Blasch, E., Yu,
J., Zhang, L., Du, S., Chang, H. and Lu, K., "Semi-Supervised Hyperspectral Object
Detection Challenge Results-PBVS 2022", Proceedings of the IEEE/CVF Conference on
Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR) Workshops, 2022.
Chapter 5 contains the work from:
• Rangnekar, A., Kanan, C., Hoffman, M.J., "Semantic Segmentation with Active SemiSupervised Learning," Proceedings of the IEEE/CVF Winter Conference on Applications
of Computer Vision (WACV), 2023.
Chapter 6 contains the work from:
• Rangnekar, A., Kanan, C., Hoffman, M.J., "Semantic Segmentation with Active SemiSupervised Representation Learning," Proceedings of the British Machine Vision Conference (BMVC), 2022.
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Chapter 2

Supervised Learning for Aerial Object
Tracking
2.1

Introduction

An aerial vehicle tracking system’s purpose is to continuously track target(s) of interest through
potential confusers such as occlusions, dense traffic, and vehicles drifting away from the road.
Aerial imagery typically yields a relatively small number of pixels on a target (roughly 20-100
pixels) and comparatively lower sampling rates (1-2 Hz) than common traditional rates (2560 Hz) degrading the performance of appearance-based tracking-by-detection methods. Most
models perform poorly to achieve persistent tracking in real-time due to the unique challenges
posed by aerial imagery or dependency on external sources of information (e.g. road map
information) for achieving optimum results. We quickly review the available imaging sensors
for aerial tracking for non-RGB modalities:
• Infrared Imagery is helpful since it can pick up heat signatures emitted by the objects
that conventional cameras are not capable of seeing. It has the ability to penetrate
through smoke, fog and is generally insensitive to changes in light condition. However,
it does not give unique fingerprints for different objects of the same category and is very
contrast dependent.
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• WAMI typically consists of camera array stitched together e.g. the widely used WPAFB
2009 [19] dataset uses a matrix of 6 cameras to form a combined image of an overlooked
scene. Moving object detection in WAMI is very challenging due to factors such as split
and merged detections, weak contrast between object and background, shadows, and
occlusions.
We begin by progressively developing on the works of Uzkent et al. [20] and Henriques
et al. [21]. Uzkent et al. useed a multimodal sensor concept; a wide field of view (FOV)
panchromatic sensor coupled with a narrow FOV hyperspectral sensor, to design a real-time
persistent aerial tracking method that supersedes results observed in the above platforms, and
Henriques et al. established the Kernelized Correlation Filters (KCF) framework.

2.2

Related Works

Tracking-by-detection algorithms exploited low-level features such as Histogram of Oriented
Gradients and Color-naming features [22, 23, 24] to perform discriminative tracking until the
emergence of deep CNN architectures in the computer vision field. The first correlation filter
tracker - the Minimum Output Sum of Squared Error (MOSSE) filter [25], used a grayscale
channel to learn the classifier vector. Following the MOSSE tracker, a correlation filter accommodating multi-channel features was proposed to boost tracking [26]. Later, the Scale Adaptive with Multiple Features (SAMF) tracker [23] was proposed to concatenate multi-channel
HoG and color-naming features. Finally, a kernelized version of correlation filter (KCF) using
multi-channel features was proposed to further improve tracking without drastically increasing
the computational complexity [27, 21].
The first studies utilizing CNN architectures in object tracking focused on employing the
features learned in architectures such as AlexNet [28], VGGNet [29] trained on the ImageNet
dataset [30]. [31] extracted low-level features from VGGNet to learn a more discriminative
correlation filter. Specifically, they encoded objects with the activations of the first several
convolutional layers from VGGNet. This setting provided them with a 64 × 64 × 96 dimensional low-level feature set that can be interpreted as a more advanced version of HoG
6
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features. They reported slight improvement in the Visual Object Tracking Challenge 2015
(VOT2015) object tracking challenge with deep CNN features over the HoG features. Going
deeper is a major key to achieving the state-of-the-art in most computer vision challenges,
however, the nature of deep CNN architectures prohibits us from applying high-level features
in tracking-by-detection algorithms. This is mainly due to increasing translation invariance
in deeper layers resulting from spatial pooling operations.

The object tracking community later migrated to training architectures to perform object
tracking in an end-to-end framework [32, 33, 34]. In this direction, Siamese Networks have
gained the reputation of the most efficient and effective architecture in tracking. Two branches
consisting of the same architecture layers are used in a typical Siamese Network. The bottom
branch is provided the ground truth of an object of interest in an ROI, whereas the top branch
is assigned the task of estimating the position of the object given the new ROI. Late fusion
of the branches is performed and the new position is regressed. The Siamese Networks have
surpassed all the other deep tracking-by-detection algorithms in the VOT2015 challenge. Due
to the scarcity of annotated datasets for aerial tracking, it is difficult to develop an end-to-end
deep learning tracker for aerial platforms.

There is scarcity of annotated datasets for aerial tracking in which deep learning or traditional trackers can be trained and evaluated. UAV123 [35], recently released by Meuller et al.
, has a ground sampling distance (GSD) that is significantly lower than the high-altitude aerial
platforms - thus resulting in objects occupying more than 500 - 1000 pixels. The dataset has
sequences at 30 fps, drastically higher than standard WAMI and spectral sequences, which are
generally in the 1.42 fps - 2 fps range. Flying RITMOS on an aerial platform is still an ongoing
area of development and due to lack of any other real dataset in this area, we use synthetically
generated Rochester Institute of Technology Multi-object Spectrometer (RITMOS)-like data to
evaluate the performance of our proposed tracker. This way, we prevent probable overfitting
that would have been caused due to training and testing on the same dataset by using deep
learning models as feature encoders in our tracker.
Chapter 2. Supervised Learning for Aerial Object Tracking
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Figure 2.1: The proposed Kernelized Correlation Filter driven tracker. In Step 1, registration
is performed by using single-channel large field of view (FOV) imagery. The small FOV
hyperspectral image (61 bands in 400-1000 nm wavelength range) is then sampled in Step 2
to detect the target. The region of interest (ROI) is then divided into subregion of interests
(48 × 48 px) to run kernelized correlation filter (KCF) on each of them in Step 4 and detect
the target as in Step 5a. Finally, the KCF model is updated in Step 5b before passing to the
next frame. The highlighted tracker represents the FastDeepHKCF that forward-propagates
the ROI to the layer of interest in the CNN and projects the subregions to the feature maps.

2.3

Hyperspectral Kernelized Correlation Filters

The standard form KCF require small ROIs as the appearance-based features deteriorate
with larger background context. Unfortunately, these features are hard to collect from aerial
imaging platforms due to their low spatial resolution. There are two other limitations: (1)
Increasing the context size leads to background dominated features resulting in confusion
between different objects and (2) The platform we consider has lower temporal resolution (1.4
fps) leading to large displacement of objects in successive frames. Adding the platform motion
into this picture makes the application of vanilla-form KCF in aerial platforms extremely
difficult. To handle these challenges, we propose a single KCF-in-multiple ROIs approach.
Our approach applies the same KCF to different ROIs overlapping each other to minimize the
8
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likelihood of target loss. The single KCF-multiple ROIs approach handles the low temporal
resolution better than the traditional KCF.
We use the central red, green and blue channels as the RGB input to the network and
forward-pass them through the layers of interest. Another approach could be computing
the average of red, green and blue channels in their respective range to come up with the
representative red, green and blue channel images to feed the CNN. Our experiments favor
the first approach as the latter approach introduces undesired noise due to the averaging
operation. The CNN architectures used in this study are ZFNet (optimized version of AlexNet)
and VGG16.
KCF solves the tracking problem in the form of ridge regression:
C

C

c=1

c=1

X
λX
1
(wc ∗ xc )||2 +
||wc ||2
E(w) = ||y −
2
2

(2.3.1)

where y represents the desired continuous response, w represents the correlation filter and xc
represents template for the given channel. The parameter C enables one to integrate features
in multiple channel space: an earlier version based on this formulation employed grayscale
feature (C = 1) to learn the solution vector w. Later, multi-channel features such as Color,
HoG and a concatenation of them showed improved accuracy [21, 26, 36, 37, 38]. To reduce
the complexity of the closed-form solution for Eqn. 2.3.1, an element-wise multiplication in
the frequency domain was proposed for ŵ in [25]:

ŵ =

x̂∗ ⊙ ŷ
,
x̂∗ ⊙ x̂ + λ

(2.3.2)

where ˆ and ∗ denote the parameter in Fourier domain and conjugate of a complex number
whereas ⊙ and λ are the element-wise multiplication, and a regularization term to prevent
divisions by zero.
The solution to the kernelized version of ridge regression is given by [39] as follows:
α = (K + λI)−1 y
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where K is the kernel matrix and α is the vector of coefficients αi , that represent the solution
in the kernel-transformed dual space. The diagonalized Fourier domain dual form solution
(non-linear version) is then expressed as
α̂ = ŷ(k̂ xx + λ)−1 ,

(2.3.4)

where k xx is the first row of the kernel matrix K and is the kernel’s autocorrelation.
′

For multiple channel cases, we obtain k̂ xx , which represents the first row of the kernel matrix
K in the frequency domain, also known as gram matrix. It can be formulated as:

k

xx

′

c=C

X
1
′
′
= exp(− 2 (||x||2 + ||x ||2 − 2F −1 (
x̂∗c ⊙ x̂c ))).
α

(2.3.5)

c=1

where x concatenates the individual vectors for C channels: x = [x1 , . . . , xC ]. In training step,
′

the arbitrary vector x is replaced by x, and in test step, it is replaced by z.
To detect the object of interest, we typically wish to evaluate the regression function f (z) on
several locations in the image, i.e. several candidate patches, which can be modeled by cyclic
shifts.
f (z) = wT z =

n
X

αi κ(z, xi )

(2.3.6)

i=1

Since f (z) is a vector containing the output for all cyclic shifts of z, we can diagonalize it to
obtain a more efficient computation in the Fourier domain:
fˆ(z) = k̂ xz ⊙ α̂,

(2.3.7)

where k xz is the kernel correlation of x and z.
Eqn. 2.3.7 then translates into the following equation in time domain:
r(z) = F −1 (k̂ xz ⊙ α̂)

(2.3.8)

where r denotes the correlation response at all cyclic shifts of the first row of the kernel matrix.
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Our approach applies the same KCF to different ROIs overlapping each other to minimize the
likelihood of target loss. It is essential to have reasonable overlap between the ROIs as we filter
each ROI with a Hanning window to avoid distortion at boundaries due to FFT operation.
This approach can be formulated by modifying Eqn. 2.3.8 as:
r(zij ) = F −1 (k̂ xzij ⊙ α̂)

(2.3.9)

where i and j represent the indexes for different ROIs. A simple way to estimate the new
position of the target in this framework would be using the peak-to-side-lobe ratio (PSR)
values in ROIs and finding the position of the pixel with maximum confidence in all ROIs as:

(PSR(r(zij )))
r(zf inal ) = argmax
√

(2.3.10)

i,j∈ m

where m represents the number of ROIs in full ROI. The PSR, on the other hand, denotes the
margin between the peak value in the response map and the mean of the sidelobe corresponding
to the area excluding the 11x11 pixels around the peak. The result is normalized by the
standard deviation of the sidelobe as follows.
max(r(zf inal )) − µsidelobe
σsidelobe

P SR(r(zij )) =

(2.3.11)

This position estimation approach can be softened by considering all the ROIs with PSR values
larger than a pre-determined threshold, T . In this case, the Eqn. 2.3.10 can be reorganized as
follows.

r(zf inal ) =

βij =



 0,

√

√

i

j

m m
X
X

βij ∗ r(zij ),

if P SR(r(zij )) > T


 P SR(r(zij )),

otherwise.

(2.3.12)

(2.3.13)

By softening our decision, we perform low-pass filtering and avoid jumps to other objects that
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has a high PSR value in only one ROI.

1

2

3

4
1
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3
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4

ROI - 41
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𝑓(ROI 13)

ROI - 13

Forward Pass
𝑓(ROI 41)

ROI - 41
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Figure 2.2: Clockwise from left:(1) single KCF - multiple ROI approach to enlarge the ROI
to overcome large displacement of vehicles in low resolution data with 64% window overlap.
(2) ROI mapping strategy for training and (3) ROI mapping strategy for detection in FastDeepHKCF tracker.
The single KCF-multiple ROIs approach (Fig. 2.2 (1)) treats each ROI independently to
compute the filter response. This requires forward-passing individual ROIs through the CNN
architecture; which is an inefficient approach and eventually leads to a slower tracker. To
increase the run-time performance and perform near real-time tracking at the platform framerate, we use the ROI mapping strategy commonly used in convolutional object detectors such
as Fast R-CNN, Faster R-CNN, and R-FCN. Following this (Fig. 2.2 (2, 3)), we only forwardpass the full ROI and project the individual ROIs to the feature maps extracted from the full
ROI.
With the ROI mapping method, Eqns. 2.3.9 and 2.3.12 can be replaced with the following
formulations to perform detection in the FastDeepHKCF tracker.
r(f (dROI, droiij , z)) = F −1 (k̂ xf (dROI,droiij ,z) ⊙ α̂),
√

√

i

j

m m
X
X
r(zf inal ) =
βij ∗ r(f (dROI, droiij , z))

(2.3.14)
(2.3.15)

where dROI represents the full detection ROI used to get the convolutional features z. The
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2.4. Experiments
individual detection ROIs, droiij , are then projected to the feature map, z, through the
projection function f .
Once we estimate the translation of the target, the filter is updated using the Fourier domain
solution as in Eqn. 2.3.4. First, the 96 × 96 px neighborhood around the target is considered
and forward-passed through the convolutional network as shown in Fig. 2.2 (2). To match the
detection ROI size (Fig. 2.2 (3)), we then project the central 48 × 48 px area to the feature
maps and reformulate the solution as:
α̂ = ŷ(k̂ f (tROI,troi,x)f (tROI,troi,x) + λ)−1

(2.3.16)

where tROI and troi represent the full training ROI and actual training ROI mapped to
feature maps of the tROI using the function f .

2.4

Experiments

For analyzing the performance of our KCF-based tracker and its variants, we use two metrics:
(1) Central Location Error and (2) Precision. The central location error (CLE) for a dataset
can be calculated in three effective steps: (1) The central location error is defined as the
average Euclidean distance between the predicted center location of the target and the ground
truth of a frame. (2) The average center location error over all the frames of one sequence
is used to then summarize the overall performance value for that sequence. (3) Lastly, the
average central location error of a dataset is calculated by averaging the central location error
across all the sequences in the dataset. Ideally, it is preferred to have a low central location
error.
Precision can be defined as thresholding the Euclidean distance between the prediction
and ground truth centroid. In the paper, the final Precision scores are obtained by: (1)
dividing the number of successful frames to the total number of frames in a sequence to get
the Precision score at the respective threshold. (2) Performing the same operation on all the
sequences and averaging to compute the final Precision score on a dataset. Pr 20 px and Pr 50
Chapter 2. Supervised Learning for Aerial Object Tracking
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Table 2.1: A detailed analysis of the DeepHKCF tracker, its variants and original KCF and
ECO trackers on the DIRSIG no-trees video. The DeepHKCF tracker with ROI mapping delivers the optimal results considering the trade-off between run-time and tracking performance.
CLE and FPS represent the average central location error of the tracker and operation frame
rate per second.
DeepHKCF
ZFNet-2
(4 x 4 ROI)
70.13
81.05
48.97
0.51

Method
Pr. (20 px)
Pr. (50 px)
CLE
FPS

DeepHKCF
VGG16-5
(4 x 4 ROI)
68.45
80.27
51.71
0.22

FastDeepHKCF
VGG16-5
(4 x 4 ROI)
66.26
80.65
51.15
1.11

— Best

HKCF
HSI + fHOG
(4 x 4 ROI)
38.79
57.56
118.73
3.01

HKCF
HSI
(4 x 4 ROI)
39.53
54.30
146.30
2.32

HKCF
fHOG
(4 x 4 ROI)
39.30
58.58
119.04
2.98

— 2nd Best

HKCF
fHOG
(1 x 1 ROI)
38.74
42.12
179.71
25.11

ECO
fHOG

ECO
VGG16-5

39.86
43.24
168.43
2.70

64.15
67.61
113.46
1.19

— 3th Best

px represent the precision at 20 and 50 pixels Euclidean distance thresholds. The threshold is
slided between between 0 to 50 pixels by 1 pixel interval to draw the Precision figures. Ideally,
it is preferred to have a high Precision value.
As the scenes are rendered synthetically with the Digital Imaging and Remote Sensing
Image Generation (DIRSIG) software, we make a slight modification for our study: we render
two version, with trees being the optional parameter (Fig. 2.4.

DeepHKCF - ZFNet-2
DeepHKCF - VGG16-5
FastDeepHKCF - VGG16-5
HKCF - fHoG
HKCF - fHoG + HSI
HKCF - HSI
KCF - fHoG
ECO - fHoG
ECO - VGG16-5
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Precision
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HKCF - fHoG
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Figure 2.3: Precision curves of the DeepHCKF tracker and its variants on the DIRSIG scenario
with trees (left) and without trees (right). The ZFNet-2 and VGGNet-5 refer to the activations
of the 2nd and 5th convolutional layers.
After tuning the hyperparameters of DeepHKCF, we test it on the 43 vehicles in the notrees and dense trees scenario. We compare the DeepHKCF to a number of variants of the
proposed single KCF multiple ROIs approach as seen in Table 2.1. We perform experiments
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Table 2.2: A detailed analysis of the DeepHKCF tracker, its variants and original KCF and
ECO trackers on the DIRSIG dense trees video. CLE and FPS represent the average central
location error of the tracker and operation frame rate per second.
Method
Pr. (20 px)
Pr. (50 px)
CLE
FPS

DeepHKCF
ZFNet-2
(4 x 4 ROI)
38.08
43.83
156.77
0.41

DeepHKCF
VGG16-5
(4 x 4 ROI)
37.48
44.16
156.67
0.17

— Best

FastDeepHKCF
VGG16-5
(4 x 4 ROI)
31.68
44.01
143.66
0.65

HKCF
HSI + fHOG
(4 x 4 ROI)
23.57
33.80
196.80
1.67

— 2nd Best

HKCF
HSI
(4 x 4 ROI)
23.88
32.82
191.19
2.10

HKCF
fHOG
(4 x 4 ROI)
24.69
36.28
180.47
2.59

HKCF
fHOG
(1 x 1 ROI)
17.31
25.33
209.63
8.22

ECO
fHOG

ECO
VGG16-5

25.51
28.81
222.61
2.55

40.07
42.15
181.64
0.83

— 3th Best

on the original KCF algorithm (single KCF-single ROI approach) with the same ROI size (48
× 48 px). Additionally, we compare the proposed tracker to Efficient Convolutional Operator
tracker (ECO) [40] that is ranked first in the VOT16 tracking benchmark. For fair comparison,
we increase the learning rate of the ECO tracker to match our scenarios and use the same
features. Similar to DeepHKCF and HKCF, we use the activations of the 5th convolutional
layer of the VGGNet and fHoG features for ECO. To determine the ROI area, ECO considers
the padding size of 3.5, larger than the optimal padding size (2.0) of the KCF. We keep this
hyper-parameter same as including further background deteriorates the features. For 20 × 10
pixel vehicle, the ECO and vanilla-form KCF trackers have a search area of 80×45, and 60×30
pixels whereas it is 96 × 96 for the proposed DeepHKCF. Fig. 2.3 (right) and Table 2.1 show
the performances of the proposed DeepHKCF, its variants and the baseline KCF and ECO
trackers.
The DeepHKCF performs exceptionally well in the no-trees scenario, achieving 70% precision at the 20 px threshold and outperforming all the baseline methods by a large margin.
Meanwhile, the proposed HKCF with fHoG features performs substantially worse than the
one with deep features. However, it outruns the original KCF with fHoG features by a large
margin at 50 px precision as shown in Table 2.1, proving the contribution of the proposed
single KCF multiple ROIs approach in low frame rate tracking. Concatenating hyperspectral features with fHoG slightly degrades the precision whereas hyperspectral feature channels
alone performs worse than the former methods. This indicates that the NIR channels do not
contribute to tracking in the KCF framework. The ECO tracker, on the other hand, delivers
10 - 15% lower accuracy than the DeepHKCF trackers at 20 px precision and about 20% worse
Chapter 2. Supervised Learning for Aerial Object Tracking
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: Two frames from the synthetic scenarios generated by DIRSIG: with trees (a) and
without trees (b). The scene comes from the Mega-Scene 1 area available in DIRSIG. The
Mega-Scene 1 area represents part of Rochester, NY.

in terms of the precision at 50 px and central location error. All in all, the DeepHKCF tracker
with ROI mapping (FastDeepHKCF) achieves optimal results considering its reasonably high
tracking accuracy and highest operation rate among the DeepHKCF trackers.
The dense-trees scenario is an extremely challenging scene dominated by large trees and
their shadows as shown in Fig. 2.4. On average, a vehicle is fully occluded in 1 out of 4 frames.
Severe occlusions combined with low frame rate make this a more challenging scene. The
DeepHKCF trackers outperform the other baseline methods other than ECO tracker by a large
margin as in the no-trees scenario (Fig. 2.3, Table 2.2). At 20 px precision, the DeepHKCF
tracker achieves about 39% accuracy whereas others perform 10-20% worse. On the other
hand, among the DeepHKCF trackers, the FastDeepHKCF, delivers similar precision at 50
px and higher frame rate. Similar to the no trees scenario, the combination of hyperspectral
feature channels with fHoG degrades the performance with respect to the fHoG-only features.
We believe that this could be due to more frequent switching to non-vehicle objects with
similar hyperspectral features to the target of interest through occlusions. By using fHoGonly features, it is less likely to switch to an object that does not appear like a vehicle.
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Table 2.3: Comparison of the DeepHKCF tracker to HLT. The 5D and 2D refer to the number
of past frames considered in MDA [10]. The best result in each category has been highlighted
for better understanding.

Method
Pr. (20 px)
Trees
Pr. (20 px)
No trees
Pr. (50 px)
Trees
Pr. (50 px)
No trees
CLE
Trees
CLE
No trees
FPS

DeepHKCF
ZFNet-2

FastDeepHKCF
VGGNet-5

HLT [41] (5D)

HLT [41] (2D)

38.08

31.71

51.69

41.86

70.13

66.26

64.42

57.25

43.83

44.01

55.12

46.72

81.05

80.27

71.27

68.31

156.74

143.66

135.03

158.12

48.97

51.71

65.36

91.97

0.51

1.11

1.01

1.09

The dramatic drop in precision rates between the no-trees and dense trees scenarios is
easily seen in Fig. 2.3 (left). This is likely due to three major reasons :(1) high frequency of
severe occlusions, (2) low video frame rate, and (3) relatively smaller search area considered
by our single KCF-multiple ROIs approach. The combination of the first two reasons leads to
dramatically large displacement of objects in between the frames where they are visible. This
results in the targets being located out of the search area of the DeepHKCF tracker.
Comparison with Hyperspectral Trackers.
Here, we compare the proposed DeepHKCF tracker our likelihood tracker - HLT. HLT uses
the multi-dimensional assignment algorithm (MDA) [10] extensively for target tracking, while
HKCF is a standalone correlation filter.
As seen in Table 2.3, the use of a Bayes Filter and the multi-dimensional assignment
algorithm (MDA) is crucial in a scenario largely dominated by occlusions. We can see the
effect of reducing the length of the time window in MDA as the HLT’s performance drops
drastically by reducing the width from 5-D to 2-D, especially for the scenario with trees.
The proposed DeepHKCF trackers outperform HLT in the no-trees scenario by about 30% in
Chapter 2. Supervised Learning for Aerial Object Tracking
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terms of central location error, thus establishing its dominance in a scenario without occlusion.
Finally, the FastDeepHKCF delivers the optimal results considering the trade-off between
tracking accuracy and run-time performance.

2.5

Conclusion

We propose a tracking-by-detection algorithm driven tracker inspired by a multi-modal sensor
and deep features. This approach replaces the traditional template-matching based hyperspectral trackers with a new state-of-the-art tracker becoming increasingly popular in traditional
visual object tracking. More specifically, we delivered a new framework to handle low temporal resolution in aerial platforms in KCF tracker, called single KCF-multiple ROIs approach.
To further boost the tracking accuracy, we replaced the traditional features with deep CNN
features. Finally, an ROI mapping approach was proposed to speed up extracting features in a
single KCF-multiple ROIs approach. The proposed DeepHKCF tracker was evaluated on synthetic scenarios generated by DIRSIG software. In the scenario with no-trees, the DeepHKCF
tracker performs exceptionally well with 80% precision at 50 px, outperforming other trackers.
In the same scenario but dominated by occlusions, it is outperformed by trackers employing a
multi-dimensional assignment algorithm and Bayes Filter. At a high level, the approach sets
precedent for research into development of convolutional neural networks for hyperspectral
imagery, wherein the features can be directly used as representation instead of deriving them
from an RGB-composite.
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AeroRIT
3.1

Introduction

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are now being widely used for analyzing remote sensing
imagery and though they have achieved some success, even the most well-designed CNNs
for RGB imagery struggle to achieve a mean intersection-over-union of more than 80% on
the ISPRS aerial datasets Vaihengen1 and Potsdam2 [42, 43]. This performance is in spite
of the fact that these datasets have significantly higher spatial resolution with approximate
ground sampling distances of 9cm (Vaihengen) and 5cm (Potsdam). One potential way to
develop a better classifier with is to include more discriminative signatures by moving from
the RGB domain to the finer spectral resolution of hyperspectral imaging (HSI) systems.
HSI systems record a contiguous spectrum, usually in steps of 1 or 5 nanometers (nm), that
details the contents present in the scene and can assist in increasing discrimination capability.
Despite the potential for improved spectral features, HSI data has been largely unused in
machine learning applications. Partially, this is because HSI sensors are significantly more
expensive than their RGB counterparts, leading to HSI data being restricted to domains
such as precision agriculture and environmental monitoring. The largest popular dataset in
hyperspectral remote sensing for scene understanding - University of Pavia - has a spatial
1
2

http://www2.isprs.org/commissions/comm3/wg4/2d-sem-label-vaihingen.html
http://www2.isprs.org/commissions/comm3/wg4/2d-sem-label-potsdam.html
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resolution of only 610 × 340, out of which nearly 80% samples are in the undefined class. The
lack of data has made developing and training a CNN to leverage the addition spectral features
of HSI prohibitively difficult. In this chapter, we seek to extend CNN-based architectures
developed for medical domain [2] and RGB domain [1, 44] to use the additional spectral
signatures of HSI data. Training such networks requires a lot of HSI data, so we introduce
AeroRIT, a dataset nearly 8 times larger than the University of Pavia, and with only 17%
pixels under the undefined class category. While it is possible to analyze the data on a perpixel basis, the wide variety of object distribution calls for a more structure-aware approach
and hence we adopt semantic segmentation as the task of interest for this chapter.
There has been interest in using CNNs for analyzing remote sensing imagery [45, 46, 47,
48, 49]. Uzkent et al. adapted correlation filters trained on RGB images with HSI bands
to successfully track cars in moving platform scenarios [45]. Hughes et al. used a siamese
CNN architecture to match high resolution optical images with their corresponding synthetic
aperture radar images [46]. Kleynhans et al. compared the performance of predicting top-ofatmosphere thermal radiance by using forward modeling with radiosonde data and radiative
transfer modeling (MODTRAN [50]) against a multi-layer perception (MLP) and CNN and
observed better performance from MLP and CNN in all experimental cases [47]. Kemker et al.
used multi-scale independent component analysis and stacked convolutional autoencoders as
self-supervised learning tasks before performing semantic segmentation on multispectral and
hyperspectral imagery [48, 49].
The top three hyperspectral remote sensing datasets - Indian Pines, Salinas and University
of Pavia, have nearly distinctive classes and hence, learning a discriminative boundary is
relatively easier without the need for advanced architectures. One of the primary reasons for
lack of HSI datasets is the cost associated with its collection - the costs of hardware and flight
time are very expensive, and the data collect itself is weather dependant. Assuming the costs
can be offset by justifying the requirements of the task, we are also faced with high variance
in spectral signatures overlooking the same scene due to factors like atmospheric scattering
and cloud cover. Furthermore, HSI sensors have varying filters (or spectral response curves),
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(a) RGB rendered version of the scene

Roads

Buildings

Vegetation

Cars

Water

Unspecified

(b) Semantic labeling for the scene

Figure 3.1: The AeroRIT scene overlooking Rochester Institute of Technology’s university
campus. The spatial resolution is 1973 × 3975 pixels and covers the spectral range of 397 nm
- 1003 nm in 1 nm steps.
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which make sensor configuration necessary metadata during all operations. Finally, based on
the ground sampling distance (GSD) of the scene, non-nadir RGB-trained CNN features may
not provide highly discriminative information as spectral information could be lost by directly
downsampling the channels using techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA) to
RGB color dimension space.

To test the discriminative potential for spectral data in a more difficult setting, we flew an
aircraft equipped with a hyperspectral imaging system and obtained multiple flight lines at
different time stamps. We chose the flight line with the best combination of spatial and spectral
quality and annotated every pixel within the flight line - we named the collect ’AeroRIT’ (Fig.
3.1a). We focus on being able to distinguish between 5 classes: 1) roads, 2) buildings, 3)
vegetation, 4) cars, and 5) water. This is the first dataset having challenging end-members
as the signatures of some classes (buildings, cars) tend to have a large manifold and hence,
generalization becomes tougher.

Mixed spectra, where multiple materials can present in single-pixel subject to GSD, are
particularly challenging in remote sensing imagery due to their varying nature of the occurrence. Various spectral unmixing methods (survey: Bioucas-Dias et al. [51]) have been applied
to separate mixed pixels but most assume the composition of all elements in the scene, referred
to as end-members, are previously known. However, it is impossible to have all information
about end-members when the scene is constantly changing. For example, in a moving camera
setup with a push-broom sensor - each scene typically contains multiple colored cars and buildings, and applying spectral unmixing becomes difficult if the end-member signatures cannot
be predetermined. We do not consider pseudo end-members for the scope of this chapter and
we do not tackle spectral unmixing as a problem, but address mixed pixels as sensor level
noise in our tasks. This is important as the goal of this chapter is to understand challenges
in a moving camera setup, and although the scene is constant, we imagine the scene as one of
the many time steps captured from an airborne system.
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3.2. Related Works
Table 3.1: Popular benchmark HSI datasets used for semantic segmentation (or pixel classification), with information on the spatial and spectral resolution. Our dataset is highlighted and
as observed, is significantly bigger than its counterparts. (Acronyms: AVIRIS - Airborne visible/infrared imaging spectrometer, ROSIS - Reflective Optics System Imaging Spectrometer,
HYDICE - Hyperspectral digital imagery collection experiment).
Dataset
Indian Pines
Salinas Valley
Univ. of Pavia
KSC
Samson
Jasper Ridge
Urban
AeroRIT

3.2
3.2.1

Sensor
AVIRIS
AVIRIS
ROSIS
AVIRIS
AVIRIS
HYDICE
Headwall
Micro E

Spatial Dimensions
[px]
145 × 145
512 × 217
610 × 340
512 × 614
952 × 952
512 × 614
307 × 307

Spectral Dimensions
[nm]
400 - 2500
400 - 2500
430 - 838
400 - 2500
401 - 889
380 - 2500
400 - 2500

Spectral
Bands
224
224
103
224
156
224
210

1973 × 3975

397 - 1003

372

No. of classes
16
16
9
13
3
4
6
5

Related Works
Datasets for Hyperspectral Remote Sensing Imagery

Table 3.1 briefly reviews the current extent of aerial hyperspectral datasets available for analysis. Other hyperspectral datasets include ICVL (Arad and Ben-Shahar [52]) and CAVE
(Yasuma et al. [53]) - however, we do not include them in the table as they are non-nadir
and do not have pixel-wise labels for the data. The most commonly used aerial datasets are
(1) Indian Pines, (2) Salinas Valley, and (3) Univ. of Pavia. The first two primarily contain
vegetation and the third contains classes typically found around a university - for example,
trees, soil, and asphalt. In all three cases, the small spatial extent often leads researchers to
use Monte-Carlo (MC) cross-validation splits for benchmarking the performance of various
CNN-based architectures. Nalepa et al. showed that MC splits can often lead to near-perfect
results as there tends to be pixel overlap (leakage) between the training and test sets [16]. The
paper also introduces a new routine that ensures minimum to no leakage between generated
data splits. However, there is still a possibility of the network overfitting on the training
set as the number of samples is significantly small (Table 3.1). In our scene, we label every
pixel of the flight line and create an overall hyperspectral dataset package that contains the
radiance image, reflectance image, and the semantic label for every pixel. We also provide a
Chapter 3. AeroRIT
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training, validation and test set that can be used to benchmark performance without the need
for cross-validation splits. We describe the data collection for our scene in Section 3.3.

3.2.2

Semantic Segmentation

Semantic segmentation in HSI is often treated as a pixel classification problem due to a lack
of sufficient samples. Most approaches fall under three categories: (1) spectral classifiers, (2)
spatial classifiers and (3) spectral-spatial classifiers. Hu et al. used 1D-CNNs to extract the
spectral features of HSIs and establish a baseline [54]. The 1D-CNN takes a pixel spectral
vector as an input, followed by a convolution layer and a max pooling layer to compute a
final class label. Li et al. proposed to extract pixel-pair features and treats classification as a
Siamese network problem [55]. Hao et al. designed a two-stream architecture, where stream1
used a stacked denoising autoencoder to encode the spectral values of each input pixel of a
patch and stream2 used a CNN to process the patch’s spatial features [56]. Zhu et al. used a
generative adversarial networks (GANs) to create robust classifiers of hyperspectral signatures
[57]. Roy et al. proposed using a 3D-CNN followed by a 2D-CNN to learn better abstract
level representations for HSI scenes [17]. We refer readers to Li et al. for an in-depth overview
of recent methods for HSI classification [58]. As the above methods do not perform semantic
segmentation in the truest sense (classification: encoder → class label, segmentation: encoder
→ decoder), we do not include them in our network comparisons.

3.2.3

Uncertainty Estimation

There are many areas of research that can be used to estimate the network’s uncertainty, the
most popular being: 1) forming ensembles [59, 1, 60, 61], 2) variational inference [62], and 3)
K-FAC Laplace approximation [63]. We focus on the first type of approach - forming ensembles
as it is relatively simpler to follow and easier to implement compared to the other areas. The
core idea is to train a bunch of networks with different initializations on the same set of
data and at test time, evaluate the final predictions as an average of the ensemble networks
predictions. Gal and Ghahramani showed that using dropout across layers of the convolutional
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neural network (CNN) can act as approximate Bayesian interpretation [59]. This facilitates
training a single network and using dropout at test time to create model ensembles. Kendall
et al. further demonstrated that applying dropout at selective layers of the network instead
of all layer further improves the predictions [64]. Lakshminarayanan et al. trained different
networks separately for forming ensembles [6], and Huang et al. obtained sets of networks
by taking snapshots at different intervals using cyclic learning rate schedule [65]. Recently,
Wen et al. proposed to use multiple rank-1 matrices along with the core weight matrix to
form ensembles as an alternative to existing methods [61]. Uncertainty estimation approaches
[66, 67, 68] have already been applied in other areas of remote sensing. In this chapter, we
extend deep ensembles [6], Monte-Carlo dropout based ensembles [59, 1] and batch ensembles
[61] for estimating network uncertainty in hyperspectral imagery.

3.3

AeroRIT

The AeroRIT scene was captured by flying two types of camera systems over the Rochester
Institute of Technology’s university campus in a Cessna aircraft. The first camera system
consisted of an 80 megapixel (MP), RGB, framing-type silicon sensor while the second system
consisted of a visible near-infrared (VNIR) hyperspectral Headwall Photonics Micro Hyperspec
E-Series CMOS sensor. The entire data collection took place over a couple of hours where
the sky was completely free of cloud cover, except the last few flight lines at the end of
the day where there was some sparse cloud cover. The aircraft was flown over the campus
at an altitude of approximately 5,000 feet, yielding an effective GSD of about 0.4m for the
hyperspectral imagery. The RGB data was ortho-rectified onto the Shuttle Radar Topography
Mission (SRTM) v4.1 Digital Elevation Model (DEM) while the HSI was rectified onto a flat
plane at the average terrain height of the flight line (that is, a low resolution DEM). Both data
sets were calibrated to spectral radiance in units of W m−2 sr−1 µm−1 . The pixels were labeled
with ENVI3 , using individual hyperspectral signatures and the geo-registered RGB images as
references. As the RGB images do not form a continuous flight line (framing camera pattern)
3

data analyses were done using ENVI version 4.8.2 (Exelis Visual Information Solutions, Boulder, Colorado).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.2: Challenges present in the AeroRIT scene: (a,b) low resolution, (c,d) glint, and
(e,f) shadow. Each figure shows the RGB-visualized hyperspectral chip and its corresponding
semantic map.
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and are more in short burst captures format, we only labeled the hyperspectral scene and use
it in our analysis.
Some important challenges associated with the scene are:
• Low-resolution: CNNs have been known to learn edge and color related features in
the early to mid layers [69]. In our case, the low pixel resolution coupled with mixed
pixels, makes discriminative feature learning relatively difficult. (Fig. 3.2a, 3.2b)
• Glint: Sun glint occurs due to bidirectional reflectance and the surface paint directly
reflecting sunlight into the camera sensor. We observe this only occurs in certain parts
of the imagery and is almost always associated with vehicles. As identifying pixels of
the vehicles class is one of the end objectives, handling glint is an important topic. (Fig.
3.2c, 3.2d)
• Shadows: High rise structures (trees, buildings) often cast shadows that act as natural
occlusions in scene understanding. Fig. 3.2f shows an image where a car is stationed
right beside a building, but is nearly invisible to the human eye.
Conversion into reflectance data. We calculate the surface reflectance from the calibrated radiance image using the software, ENVI. Calibration panels were deployed in the scene
during the various overpasses (Fig. 3.3). The reflectance of these black and white uniform
calibration panels was measured using a field deploy-able point spectrometer. The panels were
large enough to produce full pixels in the image data (i.e., minimal pixel mixing). These full
pixels enabled us to produce a linear spectral (i.e., per-band) lookup table (LUT) for the mapping of radiance to reflectance. That is, an LUT is generated for every band. This in-scene
technique is often called the Empirical Line Method (ELM). One of the key assumptions with
this technique is that the atmospheric mapping of radiance to reflectance over the in-scene
panels used to define the mapping, also applies, spatially, to the rest of the image. This assumption holds fairly true for our case as the atmosphere, spatially, throughout the scene was
fairly invariant and uniform. Furthermore, the risk of multiple scattering (i.e., a non-linear
issue) was very minimal due to the fact that the atmospheric conditions were so clear.
Chapter 3. AeroRIT
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Figure 3.3: Targets (cyan) placed in the scene as calibration panels. We use the ground versus
aerial signatures to draw a linear mapping between radiance and corresponding reflectance
units.

(a) Radiance

(b) Reflectance

Figure 3.4: A comparison of signals obtained from the radiance and reflectance domains. As
seen, radiance-a has a varying range of amplitudes while reflectance-b is restricted to the
0 − 100 percentage range. The x-axis on the graph denote the bands, and the y-axis on the
graph denote the value.
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Figure 3.5: A graphic description of some models used in the chapter. (a) SegNet [1], (b)
U-Net [2], (c) Residual layer [3] connection in Res-U-Net, (d) Squeeze-and-Excitation layer
from SENet [4], and (e) Workflow of Generative Adversarial Networks [5]. Generally, the x
in (a), (b) is the image input, and y is the mapping to be learned - e.g. depth estimation,
semantic segmentation, colorization.

3.4

Semantic Segmentation

We discuss the encoder-decoder based CNN architectures that are used to establish benchmarks on the AeroRIT dataset. With respect to hyperspectral imagery, the model architectures are constrained by the following requirements: (1) They should be able to process low
resolution features very well due to the nature of the data, (2) They should be able to propagate information to all layers of the network so that valuable information is not lost during
sampling operations, (3) They should be able to make the most out of limited data samples
and, (4) They should be as lightweight with respect to parameters as possible as the data
itself is too large in size. The natural choice of selection would be a U-Net (Fig. 3.5b), as the
skip connections help propagate additional information from the encoder to the decoder. In
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technical terms, each skip connection concatenates all channels at layer i with those at layer
n − i, where n is the total number of layers. In the following sections, we consider popular
architectures: SegNet, U-Net and Res-U-Net [1, 2, 70] as shown in Fig. 3.5. As there as no
pretrained models available for image processing in the hyperspectral domain, we train the
networks from scratch. Furthermore, we also investigate two additional approaches that have
shown to work in RGB domain: (1) Squeeze and Excitation block and (2) Generative Adversarial Networks. The former is used for improving channel inter-dependencies in the network,
and the latter is used for self-supervised representation learning in some cases. We further
discuss the two approaches in the subsequent subsections.

3.4.1

Squeeze and Excitation block

This layer block (Fig. 3.5d) was proposed by Hu et al. to scale network responses by modeling channel-wise attention weights [4]. This is similar to a residual layer (Fig. 3.5c) used
in ResNets, except that the latter focuses on spatial information as compared to channel information. The workings of this layer are as follows: For any given feature block x, it is
passed through global average pooling to obtain a channel feature vector, which embeds the
distribution of channel-wise feature responses (Eqn. 3.4.1). This is referred to as the squeeze
block. The vector z in RC (where C is the number of channels) is generated by squeezing x
through its spatial dimensions H × W , such that the c-th element of z is calculated by:
H X
W
X
1
xc (i, j).
zc = Fsqueeze (xc ) =
H ×W

(3.4.1)

i=1 j=1

This is followed by two fully connected layers (W1 , W2 ) and a sigmoid layer (σ), in which
the channel-specific weights can be learned through a self-gating mechanism (Eqn. 3.4.2):

(3.4.2)

s = Fexcite (z, W1 , W2 ) = σ(W2 δ(W1 z)),
C

C

where δ refers to the ReLU non-linearity [71], W1 ∈ R r ×C , W2 ∈ RC× r and r is the reduction
ratio to vary the capacity of the block. This is referred to as the excitation block. The output
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of the squeeze-and-excitation block is obtained by reshaping the learned channel weights (Eqn.
3.4.2) to the original spatial resolution and multiplying with the feature block:

xec = sc xc .

(3.4.3)

e is the combination of all xec (Eqn. 3.4.3) and provides a more
The final representation x
effective channel-weighted feature map that can be passed to the next set of layers.

3.4.2

Conditional Generative Adversarial Networks

Conditional GANs (cGANs) were first proposed by Mirza and Osindero [72], and have been
used widely for generating realistic looking synthetic images [73, 74, 75, 44]. We first discuss the
base generative adversarial network (GAN) and then proceed to cGANs framework. A typical
GAN (Fig. 3.5e) consists of a generator (G) and a discriminator (D), both modeled by CNNs,
tasked with learning meaningful representations to surpass each other. The generator learns to
generate new fake data instances (e.g. images, audio signals) that cannot be distinguished from
the real instances, while the discriminator learns to evaluate whether each instance belongs to
the actual training dataset or is fake/synthetic (created by the generator). Formally, we can
write the objective loss function as:

LGAN (G, D) = Ey [log D(y)] +

(3.4.4)

Ez [log(1 − D(G(z))],
where the input to G is sampled from a noise distribution z (e.g. normal, uniform, spherical)
and Ey is the expectation over the sample distribution (in this case, y). The generator learns
a mapping G : z → y and tries to minimize the loss, while the discriminator tries to maximize
it.
In a cGAN setting, the input to generator is no longer just from a noise distribution, but
instead appended with a source label x. It now learns a mapping G : {x, z} → y and the
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corresponding loss function becomes:
LcGAN (G, D) = Ex,y [log D(x, y)] +

(3.4.5)

Ex,z [log(1 − D(x, G(x, z))].
Eqn. 3.4.5 shows us that the source label x is also passed on the discriminator, which uses this
additional information to perform the same task as in GAN. We use the cGAN-based image
to image translation framework of Isola et al. [44], with the final objective of the generator as
follows:
G∗ = arg min max LcGAN (G, D) + λLother (G).
G

D

(3.4.6)

that is, generate samples of a quality that lowers the discriminator’s ability to identify if the
sample is from the real or fake distribution. The other loss in Eqn. 3.4.6 is an additional term
imposed on the generator, which forces the generated image to be as close to the ground truth
as possible. We use the standard L1-loss as Lother (G).
Self-supervised learning (survey: Jing and Tian [76]) has shown much potential in helping
randomly initialized neural networks learn better initialization points before being applied for
their original task in other domains. We apply image in-painting and image denoising as two
tasks for self-supervision on our dataset. The two tasks can be described as: (1) in-painting:
randomly generate binary masks and multiply them with the real image, (2) image denoising:
perturb the original image with Gaussian or salt-and-pepper noise. The networks are then
tasked with restoring the original image from the corrupted image. Obtaining a good quality
representation of the underlying pixels in turn helps the network learn a weak prior over the
image space. We adopt the above discussed cGAN framework and experiment with both the
tasks. The entire training framework is summarized in Fig. 3.11.

3.4.3

Uncertainty Estimation

Kendall and Gal expressed uncertainty into two subtypes - Aleatoric and Epistemic, in accordance with Kiureghian and Ditlevsen [77]. Aleatoric uncertainty corresponds to noise that is
data-independent, for example, sensor noise, environmental noise, and cannot be reduced even
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Input

Output

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.6: All settings used in the chapter: (a) U-Net-m, (b) 4 deep ensembles for [6], (c) MCDropout applied on the convolutional maps of (a) with Spatial Dropout, (d) Batch Ensembles
with two sets of rank-1 matrices on weights of (a).
if more data is collected. Epistemic uncertainty can be expressed as more data-dependent and
model-based, and hence is widely modelled using ensembles. We discuss the approaches for
quantifying epistemic (data-dependent) uncertainty within the network for the scope of this
chapter.

3.4.4

Deep Ensembles (DE)

This approach, proposed by Lakshminarayanan et al. [6], averages the predictions across
networks trained independently starting from different initializations (Fig. 3.6 (b)). At test
time, we average the predictions to obtain the final set of predictions. Following all approaches
that estimate uncertainty, we use entropy of the resulting distribution as the measure of
uncertainty and use it in all the figures throughout this chapter.

3.4.5

MC-Dropout (MCD)

Monte-Carlo Dropout is the less training-time alternative to Deep Ensembles. Instead of
training separate copies of networks multiple times, Gal et al. [59, 64] proposed to inject
Bernoulli noise in form of Dropout over the activations of the network weights. In practice, we
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observed that applying spatial dropout instead of conventional dropout produced more better
uncertainty estimates (Figs. 3.6 (c), X). Spatial dropout randomly drops an entire feature map
from the list of feature maps as compared to individual elements in conventional dropout. At
test time, we average the predictions obtained across a fixed set of runs with dropout enabled
to obtain the final set of predictions.

3.4.6

Batch Ensembles (BE)

This approach was proposed by Wen et al. and works as an alternative to using Dropout for
ensembles (Fig. 3.6 (d)). The core idea is to have a single slow matrix (W ), which corresponds
to the 2-D convolution kernel weight and two corresponding rank-1 matrices (ri , si ) that act
as fast matrices:

Wi = W ◦ Fi , where Fi = ri s⊤
i ,

(3.4.7)

and hence, we obtain Wi as the corresponding weight for ensemble i. The number of
ensembles is equal to the number of sets of rank-1 matrices used and is very efficient in terms
of model storage. During evaluation, similar to above, we repeat the mini-batch to correspond
with total number of ensemble members and average the predictions.

3.5
3.5.1

Experiments
Experiment Configurations

We use the PyTorch library [78] for all our experiments. We split the scene into training,
validation, and test as follows: the original flight line was 1973 × 3975. We drop the first 53
rows and 7 columns and get a flight line of 1920 × 3968. We use the first 1728 columns (and
all rows) for training, the next 512 columns as validation and the last 1728 as the test split.
We sample 64 × 64 patches (with 50% overlap) to create a training set and non-overlapping
patches for validation and test set. Fig. 3.7 shows the number of samples present in each
class – the scene is heavily imbalanced with reference to class cars. We adopt basic data
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Figure 3.7: Label distribution of the dataset in log space. Cars are comparatively underrepresented in the scene, while vegetation and roads have the highest number of samples
(similar to the characteristics in almost every aerial scene).

augmentation techniques, random flip, and rotation, and extend the dataset by a factor of
four. We use a batch size of 100, and train for 60 epochs with a learning rate of 1e-4. We also
use a multi-step decay of factor 0.1 at epoch 40 and 50.
We sample every 10th band from 400 nm to 900 nm (i.e., 400 nm, 410 nm, ..., 900 nm) to
obtain 51 bands from the entire band range. As the 372 band centers are not aligned in perfect
order, we use ENVI for extracting near accurate bands centers. In preliminary experiments, we
found that the last set of bands (from 900 nm to 1000 nm) did not provide useful discriminative
information (intuitively due to the low signal to noise ratio in the channels), so they were
removed for all experiments. We normalize all data between 0 to 1 by clipping to a max value
of 214 (16384).
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3.5.2

Loss and Metrics

We use categorical cross-entropy to minimize the segmentation map and ignore the unspecified class label. We use the following sets of metrics: overall accuracy (OA), mean per-class
accuracy (MPCA), mean Jaccard Index (popularly known as mIOU) and mean Sørensen–Dice
coefficient (mDICE). OA and MPCA report the percentage of pixels correctly classified. However, they are still slightly prone to a dataset bias when class representation is small and hence,
we also report mIOU and mDICE. mIOU is the class-wise mean of the area of intersection between the predicted segmentation and the ground truth divided by the area of union between
the predicted segmentation and the ground truth. Correlated to mIOU, mDICE also focuses
on intersection over union and is often used as a secondary metric for measuring a network’s
performance on the task of semantic segmentation. We adopt mIOU as the primary metric
for measure of performance.

3.5.3

Model Hyperparameters

SegNet and U-Net both have encoders with 4 max pooling layers and gradually increasing
channels by power of 2 (C64 − M P − C128 − M P − C256 − M P − C512 − M P −BottleNeck,
where C is the number of channels and M P indicates a max-pooling operation). Res-U-Net
blocks are built upon U-Net and, conventionally, Res-U-Net (N ) contains N identity mapping
residual blocks for better information passing. In our experiments, we use N = 6 and N = 9
following [44]. We also use smaller versions of SegNet and U-Net, called SegNet-m, U-Net-m,
that drop the number of max pooling layers from 4 to 2 to compensate for the scene’s low
spatial resolution and increase the channel by a factor of 2.

3.5.4

Results

Supervised Learning
We compare all the models trained for the task of semantic segmentation in Table 3.2. We
observe that 6-block Res-U-Net achieves the best performance, but as U-Net-m has nearly four
times fewer parameters and roughly the same performance, we adopt U-Net-m as the baseline
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Table 3.2: Performance of various models used for establishing baseline on the AeroRIT test
set.

SegNet
U-Net
Res-U-Net (6)
Res-U-Net (9)
SegNet-m
U-Net-m
U-Net-m (ours)

pixel acc.
(OA)

mean pixel acc.
(MPCA)

mIOU

mDICE

92.12
93.15
93.28
93.25
93.20
93.25
93.61

72.97
72.90
88.09
84.64
74.86
89.66
90.67

52.60
60.40
72.55
70.88
59.08
70.62
76.40

61.50
68.63
82.15
80.88
67.41
80.86
85.60

Table 3.3: Impact of each component added to the baseline U-Net-m model from Table 3.2.

SE
layer
✓
✓
✓

SE act.
PReLU

✓
✓

cGAN

✓

mean pixel acc.
(MPCA)

mIOU

mDICE

89.66
88.59
90.28
90.67

70.62
75.35
75.89
76.40

80.86
84.05
84.81
85.60

in this study. We develop on this baseline and achieve a better performing U-Net-m version
that outperforms all previous baselines.
We discuss the approaches used to further improve the performance of the U-Net-m architecture (Table 3.3, Fig. 3.8). We adopt the Inception-variant of Squeeze-and-Excitation (SE)
block with a reduction ratio r = 2 - we do not sum the output of the SE block with the original
channel space as a skip connection, but use it as the importance-weighted channel output [4].
We add a SE block after every conv − batchnorm − relu combination on the encoder side of
the network. This increases the U-Net-m performance by almost 4 points. We further replace
every ReLU activation with parameterized ReLU (PReLU) and observe a slight performance
boost [70].
We apply image in-painting and image denoising as the two tasks for self-supervision and
we found in-painting to work as a better technique in the preliminary experiments. Once the
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UnetM
+SE
+PReLU
+cGAN
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80
70
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50
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Buildings

Vegetation

Roads

Water

Cars

Figure 3.8: Results with various additions to normal U-Net-m. The y-axis is the IOU measure.
SE-block and its additions improves the performance of water pixel identification by nearly 20
points over the baseline, and the overall modifications improve the performance of car pixel
identification by approximately 8 points. Self-supervised learning is the factor that contributes
to the large improvement in car pixel identification.
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Image

Ground
Truth

Res-U-Net
6 blocks

U-Net-m

U-Net-m
SE

U-Net-m
SE PReLU

U-Net-m
SE PR.
cGAN

Figure 3.9: Successful cases: Outputs for a set of images among all networks. The racetrack
image (row 2) shows that the cGAN trained network is the only one that is able to understand
that the red unseen track patch is not a car or building.
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Image

Ground
Truth

Res-U-Net
6 blocks

U-Net-m

U-Net-m
SE

U-Net-m
SE PReLU

U-Net-m
SE PR.
cGAN

Figure 3.10: Failure cases: Outputs for a set of images through all trained networks. All
networks predict building in between the road in Row 2, and misclassify zebra crossing as a
car.
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Noise
Mask

Real Image

L1 Loss

GAN
Loss

×

Discriminator

Corrupted
Image

Generator

Synthesized
Image

Figure 3.11: Procedure for image reconstruction from a corrupted image. The generator is the
network under consideration (U-Net-m-SE-PReLU), and the discriminator has 5 convolution
layers followed by batch normalization and leaky ReLU.
Table 3.4: Results of techniques for uncertainty estimation compared to the baseline network
from AeroRIT [11].
Standard
Network

Deep
Ensembles

Monte Carlo
Dropout

Batch
Ensembles

70.62

71.41 ± 2.48

72.45 ± 1.56

69.05 ± 3.45

mIOU

network is trained on in-painting, we then retain the encoder weights and train the decoder
from scratch on semantic segmentation. This approach further increases the performance by
1 point and has the cleanest inference labels (Fig. 3.9).
Uncertainty Estimation
Table 3.4 shows us that all ensemble techniques are able to achieve near-par or higher
performance than the conventional counterpart. We use mean IOU (mIOU) as the metric
of interest and do not discuss metrics pertaining to uncertainty estimations (for example,
Expected Calibration Error) for the scope of this chapter. mIOU is the class-wise mean of
the area of intersection between the predicted segmentation and the ground truth divided by
the area of union between the predicted segmentation and the ground truth. To generate
the results, we ran all ensembles 10 different times, with varying number of models for DE
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(g)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Figure 3.12: Visualization of uncertainty estimates on the sunny and cloudy roundabout scenes
in RIT’s campus (a) and (d) are the RGB rendered images, (b) and (e) are the corresponding network predictions while, (c) and (f) are the uncertainty maps. We also visualize an
instance from (g) the AeroRIT test set with (h) corresponding ground truth label, (i) network
predictions and (j) uncertainty map.
and MCD. We found 4 to be a sufficient set of models for DE and BE and 10 for MCD in
our ablation studies. The network predictions for the roundabout area show high uncertainty
(Fig. 3.12 (f)) which is desired in this setting. This information can be used by down-steam
tasks which can dynamically adapt to ensure continuity. Further, we also observe that the
network uncertainty estimates are high for row Fig. 3.12 (g) as the road crossing has been
incorrectly classified as belonging to the vehicle category. We also observe uncertainty around
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the boundaries of classes - this can possibly be due to the presence of mixed pixels.

3.6

Conclusion

We introduce the first relatively large hyperspectral imagery dataset for semantic segmentation. We further construct a network architecture, through carefully selected neural network
blocks, to establish a baseline on our dataset. Our experiment on self-supervised learning
on hyperspectral imagery shows that even the simplest of the neural network architectures
can benefit from well-curated tasks for initial representation learning, before down-streaming
to complicated tasks like semantic segmentation. Finally, our experiment on transferring
frameworks for uncertainty estimation from natural (color) imagery to hyperspectral imagery
proves, with minimal changes, that it is indeed possible to obtain a per-pixel confidence and
even improve the classification, thus setting precedent for active learning based frameworks to
minimize labeling costs for future hyperspectral datasets.
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Chapter 4

RooftopHSI
4.1

Introduction

Hyperspectral images (HSI) differ from normal color (RGB) images in that they have roughly
50 - 400 contiguous color bands instead of the conventional 3 RGB bands. This increase
in resolution along the channel dimension provides enhanced detail of the materials present
within the scene, and this has been shown to enhance fine-grained discrimination in deep
neural networks for hyperspectral pixel classification, object tracking, and super-resolution
[48, 18, 45, 79, 80, 81, 82]. Hyperspectral pixel classification, the research area closest to
our chapter’s application, has been primarily studied using three datasets: (1) Indian Pines,
(2) Salinas Valley, and (3) University of Pavia. The first two scenes contain different types
of vegetation and the third scene contains classes typically found around a university - for
example, trees, soil, and asphalt. In all three cases, the small spatial extent often leads
researchers to use Monte-Carlo (MC) cross-validation splits for benchmarking the performance
of various deep learning based architectures.
A large body of previous work in the hyperspectral image domain [83, 20, 52, 41, 84]
has attempted to understand challenges involved in dynamic scene understanding for spectral
images containing a diverse set of materials. However, the current non-synthetic datasets suffer
from two major shortcomings from a dynamic application oriented perspective - for example,
vehicle object detection. First, they are captured in a static environment, e.g. the flight
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Figure 4.1: Example composite RGB rendering of four continuous frames from our dataset
at approximately 0.7 frames per second. The operating mechanics of a push-broom sensor
Faster
camera causes a difference in area observed in
consecutive time steps.
R-CNN
(Tracking)
(Images)
line presented in AeroRIT,
captured at a (Detection)
relatively high ground
sampling distance (GSD),

cannot be used for object localization due to significant overlap between small-size pixels [11].
Second, they do not contain rich instances of some major sources of occlusion in spectral
imagery, e.g. adjacency effect, glint, and shadows. These factors are essential in a dataset as
approaches involving neural networks have been known to be sensitive to image perturbations
and the above-discussed factors with atmospheric variance can significantly alter the image
composition, thereby resulting in signatures that may appear to be out of training distribution
for the networks.
There are enough motivations for collecting a motion dataset with HSI - we primarily focus
on the fact that a dataset of such caliber does not exist to study and solve the challenges that
may appear for creating a deployable model that uses spectral signatures, or a multi-modal
combination with spectral signatures, for object detection, tracking, and re-identification pur46
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poses from the ground and aerial perspectives. Data collection from an aerial perspective
involves a lot of logistics, including high costs for the plane, retrofitting a spectral camera
system on the plane as well as planning a good collection route. Hence, as a preliminary step,
we collect data from the same spectral system from a ground perspective to understand and
solve the challenges with hyperspectral signatures. We present a new dataset, RooftopHSI, for
improving the collection of datasets in spectral imagery. We mount a hyperspectral camera
on a university building rooftop, overlooking a 4-way moving traffic intersection, and gather
data over three days.

4.2
4.2.1

Related Works
Existing datasets

The datasets used in remote sensing with spectral imagery can be broadly classified into
two types: (1) aerial (nadir) imagery, for example, Indian Pines, and (2) ground (oblique)
imagery, for example, BGU iCVL Hyperspectral Image Dataset (ICVL) [52]. Indian Pines,
Salinas Valley, and the University of Pavia are the most commonly used datasets for developing
neural network architectures focused on pixel-patch based classification [85, 86, 87, 18]. The
primary class of interest in this work is vehicles, however, all three of the most common datasets
are primarily vegetation and do not have a vehicle class. Recently, the University of Houston
dataset has become popular, [88, 89, 90] but it also does not contain an object class dedicated
to segmenting out vehicles. DSTL, RIT-18, and AeroRIT were one of the firsts to consider
vehicles as a dedicated class for segmentation in multispectral and hyperspectral domains
[91, 49, 11] and have demonstrated that spectral signatures help improve object classification
performance as compared to simpler systems.
Existing oblique datasets are not suited to vehicle detection. ICVL dataset, along with
CAVE and NTIRE, has been very popular in the research area of hyperspectral image superresolution [53, 92, 93, 94, 81, 82]. However, these datasets are curated towards understanding
challenges and designing techniques for spectral super-resolution and contain a diverse set of
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frames with sparse recurring objects. Hence, they cannot be directly adapted to understanding
and encouraging research oriented towards hyperspectral object detection and consecutively,
tracking.

Other datasets are more applicable to aerial object detection and tracking, especially as the
use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) has become ubiquitous [95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101].
All of these datasets, however, are in RGB or thermal image domain and are therefore not
applicable for exploring the potential of hyperspectral imagery. In terms of hyperspectral
data, Uzkent et al. used synthetic data for rendering hyperspectral images over a town from
an aerial perspective for object tracking, however, those sets of images are relatively clean to
noise present in real-life imagery (for example, deformation and motion noise) [45]. Several
real hyperspectral datasets have recently been released. Xiong et al. and Chen et al. released
hyperspectral datasets containing 50 and 70 sequences of objects imaged from snapshot mosaic
cameras respectively [102, 84, 103]. Our dataset differs from these datasets as (1) the datasets
have been gathered using a snapshot camera, whereas our dataset uses a push-broom sensor,
(2) our dataset has a spectral range of 390 nm - 1000 nm, compared to 470 nm to 620 nm
[102, 84] and 680 nm to 960 nm [103] and 3) the datasets have been curated for discriminative
object tracking and do not contain enough diversity for training detection frameworks. Yan et
al. released a dataset imaged with a push-broom sensor, similar to our work, that contains 8
object categories imaged inside a laboratory setup [104]. Their dataset focused on leveraging
hyperspectral signatures to discriminate between real objects (leaf, pen, photo, and toy block)
and their digital counterparts.

Unlike all previous datasets, RooftopHSI focuses on applying hyperspectral signatures
towards detecting vehicles from a relatively-far-range ground perspective. Our dataset contains
a variety of challenges with respect to object detection tasks - shadows, glint, occlusion,
spectral contrast, and motion noise deformations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first dataset to analyze the potential of HSI towards object detection in the real domain, with
significantly higher labeled data as compared to all existing HSI datasets.
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4.2.2

Deep learning in HSI

We consider literature in pixel-patch classification and object tracking for our review. For
simplicity, we briefly discuss a few approaches for the former task as relevant to network
modifications and learning strategies.
Li et al. presented the first pixel-pair approach based on 2-D convolutional neural networks
(CNN) that receive the HSI pixel of interest and its surrounding as input for classification
[55]. Roy et al. combined 2-D and 3-D CNNs to learn joint and independent spatial and
spectral representations for a significant boost in performance [17]. Mou and Zhu presented
the spectral attention module, similar to the squeeze-and-excitation module, that adaptively
shifts the bands’ weights before passing through the CNN to leverage the most useful bands
[89, 4]. This design block, applied before the first convolutional layer of the classification CNN,
helps improve the networks’ understanding of spectral information by learning to leverage
discriminative bands. Hang et al. integrated spectral and spatial attention modules within
the classification CNN to jointly emphasize band and position information to improve the
network’s representation learning [105].
Ghamisi et al. applied swarm intelligence to automatically select the most discriminative
bands by using the CNN’s performance on validation sense as the key factor [106]. Zhao and
Du used dimensionality reduction with 2-D CNNs to avoid network overfitting and remove redundancy within adjacent spectral bands [107]. Mou et al. proposed using an encoder-decoder
network, similar to SegNet, for learning spatial and spectral features in an unsupervised end
to end manner [108, 1]. Kemkar and Kanan used multi-scale independent component analysis
and stacked convolutional autoencoders to leverage unlabeled data for classification [48]. Sellars et al. proposed a super-pixel-based semi-supervised framework using graph representation
learning for learning good representations under limited amounts of labeled data.
Similar to pixel-patch classification, hyperspectral signatures oriented object tracking has
gathered a lot of interest over the past few years [20, 41, 45, 102, 84, 79, 80, 109], developing
from synthetic to close-range snapshot mosaic cubes, utilizing spatial, spectral and temporal
information. Li et al. leveraged band attention to generate multiple possible composite RGB
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images for ensemble tracking [79, 110]. Li et al. further developed this framework into using
spatial and temporal information using attention and recurrent neural networks to leverage
foreground-background and motion information for boosted performance.

4.3
4.3.1

RooftopHSI
Data Acquisition

We collected images using a custom built imaging system with a Headwall Micro HE (High
Efficiency) Hyperspec E-series camera attached to a high-speed gimbal [111]. In general, there
are four types of hyperspectral imaging systems that can be distinguished by their scanning
mechanisms: whisk-broom, spectral, snapshot, and push-broom. Of these, snapshot and pushbroom systems are the more popular for typical data collections in hyperspectral imaging
[52, 45, 102, 84, 103, 104]. Snapshot cameras provide high frame rates but lack both spectral
and spatial resolution relative to push-broom cameras. For example, Xiong et al. use an Imec
snapshot camera with a spatial resolution of 512 × 256 pixels and 16 bands from 470 nm to
620 nm, at 25 frames per second (FPS). This is a relatively low resolution, both spatially and
spectrally, when it comes to deploying for applications in far-range and high-altitude imaging.
Since our goal is to understand challenges in hyperspectral imagery from both a ground
and aerial perspective, we require a system that provide relatively rich spatial and spectral
information. For this reason we use a push-broom system.
Push-broom scanners work by collecting one spatial line at a time along with the associated
spectra at each pixel. In order to generate a second spatial dimension, the camera must be
moved over the imaging area (along-track) and the then lines are stitched together to create
the hyperspectral cube. In this application, we obtain along-track (motion) pixels by nodding
the pan-tilt unit (Fig. 4.2a). This motion is also responsible for the mismatch in consecutive
frames as seen in Fig. 4.1. The number of along-track pixels and frame rate are inversely
related for line scanning cameras, meaning that the frame rate decreases as along-track pixels
per frame increases. The number of along-track pixels in our dataset varies as needed such
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that our target scene region is fully captured in each frame. Unless otherwise mentioned, we
use a frame period and exposure of 5 milliseconds, and hence the typical image resolution is
between 150-190 pixels vertically, 1600 pixels horizontally and 371 bands (390 nm to 1000 nm)
in the spectral (channel) dimension at a modest frame rate of 0.8 ∼ 1.2 FPS.
We gathered data over three days (Table 4.1) and an average duration of 1.5 hours each
morning. We mounted the camera at a fixed location on the rooftop (Fig. 4.2a) overlooking the
same intersection spot, at the same relative altitude. We observed changes in the atmosphere
(i.e., the weather changed from clear skies to clouds and back, and we continued to collect data
irrespective of this hindrance). This resulted in images that varied in signal magnitude due to
the presence of clouds, variation in illumination, and other environmental interference. This
can be reduced (or normalized) by first converting the data from digital counts to radiance
then a final conversion to reflectance units through use of calibration panels. However, realtime conversion of hyperspectral cubes from radiance to reflectance is not possible at all
times - there may be scenes where deploying a calibration panel is not practical (for example,
deploying the camera on a moving unmanned aerial vehicle or plane). Hence, we did not deploy
calibration panels in the scene to convert to reflectance. From a real-time usability perspective,
we consider the lack of reflectance data as adversary for radiometric remote-sensing.
Figure 4.2a shows our setup for data collection. The objectives of our collection are multifold:

• to obtain short-time interval hyperspectral imagery that can be used to perform object
detection without losing the object’s structure,

• to ensure there are sufficient sources of occlusion that cause vehicle misdetections and
observe if hyperspectral signatures are helpful for detection under the conditions,

• to analyze how hyperspectral vehicle detection performance is affected by changes in
illumination and weather conditions.
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(a) Data acquisition with Headwall Hyperspec. We focus on a red vehicle of interest to show the
details captured via spectral imagery.

(b) The corresponding scene rendered as the rgb-composite with the same car highlighted with a
red box.

(c) The mask for the corresponding scene highlighting the area of interest while ignoring regions
belonging to the parking lot.

Figure 4.2: Visualizing the data acquisition setup, corresponding frame, and the maskfor a
scene instance in the dataset.
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Figure 4.3: Spectral radiance curves of different objects within the scene. The x-axis denotes
the different hyperspectral bands from 390-1000 nm, and the y-axis denotes the corresponding
values in radiance.
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4.3.2

Data Preprocessing

Before recording data from the camera, we closed the shutter and obtained dark current
readings at every new set of video captures. These dark current readings were used along
with the camera’s proprietary processing software to calibrate all images from digital counts
to at-sensor spectral radiance in units of mW m−2 sr−1 µm−1 . Randomly sampled spectra from
vehicles, road and vegetation found in the scene are shown in Fig. 4.2b and plotted them in
Fig. 4.3. We observed low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) below 400 nm, and a lot of similar
spectra with low SNR in the 900 nm to 1000 nm range, with differences in amplitude. As
these bands do not contain discriminative spectral information, we do not use them in our
analysis. In addition, we used a sub-sampled band version by sampling at every 10 nm to
optimize computation cost versus disk occupancy and reduce adjacent band redundancy. Our
final dataset contains 51 bands, from 400 nm to 900 nm, in 10 nm intervals.

4.3.3

Data Annotation

We used LabelImg to label bounding boxes into three categories (i.e., vehicle, bus, and bike)
within the data following a two-step approach: (1) as we are interested in moving vehicles
on the road, we created a mask per image that covers the parking lot within the scene (see
Fig. 4.2c), and (2) we then proceed to image labeling the images within the area of interest
using a modified version of LabelImg that provides insights into occlusions due to vegetation
by using the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) algorithm [112]. We annotated
every object within the 4-way intersection that is visible or partially occluded to the human
eye, as we hypothesized hyperspectral signatures can help compensate for lack of color and
edge-based detections. To avoid labeling discrepancies, a team of annotators (scale.ai), the
student challenge organizers and two external volunteers further confirmed all labels, for an
average of four checks on each labeling instance.
We split the data into train, validation, and test sets based on the days they are captured
as shown in Table 4.1. Our reasoning behind this distribution split is the fact that our
camera overlooks the same 4-way intersection over the three days, with minor changes to the
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Table 4.1: Statistics of objects in RooftopHSI over the train, validation and test sets.
Split

Date

Images

Train
Val
Test

09-09-19
08-29-19
09-10-19

989
605
1296

Vehicle
3299
3088
3502

Instances
Bus Bike
80
16
44

41
12
34

Total
3420
3116
3580

observation altitude and angles. Hence, the data split prevents quick scene generalization,
which in turn may cause the convolutional neural networks to overfit quickly. Having different
days makes the task relatively difficult as we now have to take into consideration the network’s
potential to overfit as well as account for changes in atmospheric conditions and surroundings
that may cause a shift in the spectral signatures of moving objects. Table 4.1 also shows a
huge imbalance in the number of examples over classes, with the vehicle category dominating
the other two classes - which is a realistic scenario over campuses and aerial flights. We do
not label the dataset for single or multi-object tracking as the average track length is around
3-4 frames at 0.7 FPS and discussing and developing algorithms for low frame rate tracking is
beyond the scope of this chapter.

4.3.4

Data Exploration

The RooftopHSI dataset contains a total of 2890 manually selected and labeled frames (Table
4.1). HSI data is relatively expensive to store and process and therefore, we only consider
frames that have at least a single-car instance through the intersection in our dataset.
Environment: The camera was mounted on the university rooftop and observed a 4way intersection as described in Section 4.3.1. There are multiple trees present throughout
this scene and they account for the primary source of occlusion throughout the dataset (Fig.
4.4b). We also continued to gather data when the environment shifts from clear skies to cloudy
weather to replicate aerial data collection settings. This is contrary to common data collection
settings in HSI, where images are gathered during particularly clear skies to prevent signal
contamination from atmospheric noise. Variety in the atmosphere makes our dataset more
challenging from an HSI processing standpoint.
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Camera noise: The tilt motion of the Hyperspec camera, to write data in a push-broom
setting, introduces motion artifacts in the images as seen in Fig. 4.4a. The vehicle appears to
be deformed right-inclined or left-inclined depending on if the unit is moving from up-down
or down-up respectively, which can be considered a low frame-rate motion blur that occurs
due to a mismatch in vehicle speed and camera frame rate. We account for this deformity
by interpolating the bounding box throughout the deformed shape and consider it a form
of dataset noise. In addition, the most common sensor noise in HSI systems are smile and
keystone effects. However, the data did not contain enough distortions as we imaged from
ground level at relatively close range and hence, do not consider them in the preprocesing
stage (Section 4.3.2).
Glint: Sun glint, the most common source of occlusion in remote sensing, occurs due to
the material’s bidirectional reflectance mechanics directly reflecting sunlight into the camera
sensor. We observe this only occurs in certain parts of the imagery and is almost always
associated with vehicles, and sometimes water (Fig. 4.4c).
Moving objects: Fig. 4.4c shows vehicle-to-vehicle occlusion, which most often occurs along the intersection box borders. These are the secondary source of occlusion in the
RooftopHSI dataset.
The presence of such variations, coupled with changes in atmospheric settings - clear skies
and cloudy weather, make our dataset the first of its kind to tackle object detection with
ground hyperspectral imagery.
Camera noise: The tilt motion of the Hyperspec camera, to write data in a push-broom
setting, introduces motion artifacts in the images as seen in Fig. 4.4a. The vehicle appears to
be deformed right-inclined or left-inclined depending on if the unit is moving from up-down
or down-up respectively. This can be considered as a low frame-rate motion blur that occurs
due to a mismatch in vehicle speed and camera frame rate. We account for this deformity
by interpolating the bounding box throughout the deformed shape and consider it a form
of dataset noise. In addition, the most common sensor noise in HSI systems are smile and
keystone effect. However, we did not observe enough distortions as we imaged from a ground
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(a) Set of ordered frames from the dataset: the vehicle, along with others in the dataset, appears
distorted once the push-broom tilt sweep is complete and all lines stitched together depending on
their relative speed to the camera’s frame rate and its tilt motion.

(b) Vehicles occluded by trees in the scene.

(c) Vehicles occluded by other vehicles in the scene. Second figure from the left also shows the image
perturbations caused by glint in the scene.

Figure 4.4: Zoomed in composite RGB images of instances from the dataset showing sources
of noise and occlusions.
level at a relatively near range and hence, do not consider them in our preprocesing stage
(Section 4.3.2).

4.4

Object Detection

In the spirit of gathering interest towards our newly curated dataset, we hosted the SSHOD
challenge at PBVS 2022 as a semi-supervised object detection problem. Particularly, we
provided labels for only 10% of the data from the 989 training images, ensuring the tail
classes, namely bus and bike are sufficiently sampled for learning useful features. We also
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provided a starter code on CodaLab

1

for our baseline MobileNet-v2 Faster-RCNN, which is

trained on only the labeled examples within the dataset [113, 114, 115]. We used the PyTorch
library [78] for all our experiments.
The challenge was formulated as a means to encourage participants to develop frameworks
for learning meaningful representations that can make up for the loss of labeled examples, while
maintaining a backbone complexity not drastically exceeding the MobileNet-v2 architecture.
After registration, participants were able to access the links to all the data via CodaLab and
submit predictions for automatic evaluation on the competition server. The COCO evaluation
metric was used for determining the rankings of all submissions [116]. From 38 registered
participants, 8 submitted their predictions in the validation phase and 3 submitted their
predictions in the test phase, with corresponding fact sheet and model weights, with only 2 of
the entries above our baseline (Table 4.2). We discuss the approaches and team formations,
with a distinct observation that both the teams used a student-teacher framework to generate
pseudo labels as a means of compensating for lack of sufficient data.

4.5

Experiments

This section briefly presents the approaches proposed by the different teams over the baseline
MobileNet-v2 based Faster R-CNN.

4.5.1

USTC-IAT-United

The USTC-IAT-United team modified the standard Faster R-CNN framework with a Cascade
R-CNN [117], taking into account the computational complexity of backbone equivalent or
lesser than MobileNetv2 [113] (in terms of parameters and GFlops). During training, the
team used a multi-scale strategy, setting the scale to [(1600, 188),(1600, 189)]. The second
phase of the training included training on pseudo labels obtained on the remaining unlabeled
training set, by choosing the predictions from the model trained on the initially labeled set
with confidence scores higher than 0.99.
1
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(a) Baseline

(b) USTC

(c) MSC

(d) Fully Supervised

Figure 4.5: (a), (c) have relatively confident false detections of bus, and only (c) is able to
detect a heavily occluded vehicle around the trees, thus indicating a possible advantage of
using a vision transformer backbone for hyperspectral object detection.
In the second stage of training, the team added much stronger data enhancement strategies
than before, such as cutout [118], ShiftScaleRotate, RandomBrightnessContrast, and RandomResizedCrop. In the testing phase, the team used a multi-scale testing with Soft-NMS [119] to
further improve the accuracy of the model. Table 4.2 shows that this approach overcomes the
baseline results on using the entire labeled data, and we believe its primarily due to replacing
Faster R-CNN framework with the more stronger Cascade R-CNN framework.

4.5.2

MSC-1

The MSC-1 team trained a teacher-student network, where the teacher network was used to
generate pseudo labels on the unlabeled data which is used to train the student network.
They also modified the framework to address the class imbalance within the training dataset
by adding a sampling technique to increase the frequency of occurrence for rare-classes (bus
and bike). The team used a Pyramid Vision Transformer-B5 as the backbone encoder for the
teacher network [120], with a modified feature pyramid network [121] and Task-aligned Onestage Object Detection (TOOD) block [122] as the detection head. The team used a PVT-B0
backbone, which is a lightweight version of the PVT family of networks, as the student network
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(a) Baseline

(b) USTC

(c) MSC

(d) Fully Supervised

Figure 4.6: (b) predicts an object around the intersection that is consistent in its predictions
in Fig. 4.7, and identical to a couple of bounding boxes around the same area in (d). (c) is yet
again the only one to have an understanding of the object around the area, thus solidifying
our observation from Fig. 4.5. This indicates a combination of PVT with Cascade R-CNN
could provide best of the both circumstance results.
for their final submission to meet the computational requirements.

4.5.3

Discussion

The winning results are summarized in Table 4.2 and make two important observations. We
observe, for the test set, that the Cascade R-CNN approach (USTC-IAT-United) is able to
outperform the performance of a Faster R-CNN network that is trained with the entire set
of labeled data, while struggling with the bike class, which is the most infrequently occurring
class. The other entry (MSC-1), that uses PVT-B0 backbone, is able to outperform our baseline by using pseudo labels. However, since is not close to the USTC-IAT-United performance,
we conclude that the modification of Cascade R-CNN is crucial for better results. We observed
that both approaches used some form pseudo-labeling: USTC-IAT-United uses the same set
of networks, while MSC-1 uses a relatively expensive backbone PVT-B5 for generating the
predictions, and then train a lighter backbone PVT-B0 on the combination of labeled and
pseudo-labeled data. Figs. 4.5, 4.6, 4.7 provide some examples of predictions from each of the
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(a) Baseline

(b) USTC

(c) MSC

(d) Fully Supervised

Figure 4.7: (c) struggles to perfectly understand how a bus looks like, and this can be attributed to the patchwise workings of a vision transformer as the network struggles to grasp
the overall shape. (b) has a relatively lower confidence for a vehicle partly occluded by tree as
compared to others - this can also be attributed to a possible distribution bias in the number
of occlusions present in the labeled examples, which may make training with pseudo labels
difficult. This comes slightly as a surprise though, as the network trained with only 10% of the
data, is able to detect the vehicle with a high confidence, as compared to the same network
when adjusted for a complex framework and pseudo labels.
submissions (USTC-IAT-United and MSC-1), our baseline and our fully-supervised approach
for comparison, and discuss the most noticeable points in their captions.

4.6

Conclusion

HSI have a very fine spectral resolution range, and hence, have the potential to be better for
discriminating objects than traditional RGB images. We introduce the RooftopHSI dataset,
a first-of-its-kind dataset to benchmark hyperspectral object detection in realistic scenarios,
that includes occlusion, deformations and changes due to weather conditions. Observing the
rapid progress in HSI analysis, we anticipate this curated dataset will be helpful towards
developing novel frameworks for data preprocessing and jointly utilizing spectral and spatial
data with convolutional neural networks while minimizing the amount of learnable parameters
and labeled data points.
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Table 4.2: Summary of results, comparing the baseline network (MobileNetv2-Faster-RCNN)
trained on 10% data, to the two submissions (USTC-IAT-United and MSC-1), and the fully
supervised version of our network trained with 100% of the training examples.
Framework
(No. of Params)
Baseline
USTC-IAT
-United
MSC-1
Fully
-Supervised
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MobileNetv2
(14.11 M)
MobileNetv2
(31.68 M)
PVT-B0
(32.77 M)
MobileNetv2
(14.11 M)

AP-Vehicle

Validation set
AP-Bus AP-Bike

AP

AP-Vehicle

Test set
AP-Bus AP-Bike

AP

48.66

12.85

14.67

25.39

28.00

34.20

0.00

20.70

56.80

51.40

52.60

53.60

39.70

61.50

4.30

35.10

49.50

39.80

31.90

40.40

31.80

56.30

0.20

29.40

58.10

42.60

28.00

42.90

38.50

51.80

6.70

32.30

4.6. Conclusion

Chapter 5

S4AL
5.1

Introduction

Given enough labeled data, incredibly good semantic segmentation systems can be trained
using deep learning [2, 123, 124, 49, 125, 126, 11, 127]. However, obtaining pixel-wise labels
for semantic segmentation is incredibly time-consuming and expensive. For the COCO dataset,
this required over 85,000 annotator hours1 [116]. Thus, minimizing the number of annotations
is desirable when creating a new semantic segmentation dataset. Active learning (AL) can
help achieve this goal. AL is a framework for identifying the most informative samples in an
unlabeled pool of samples for annotation. It has been heavily studied in computer vision for
classification [128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133], segmentation [134, 135, 136, 137, 138, 139, 140,
141, 7, 142, 143, 144, 145] and detection [146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155].
In AL, a machine learning system is iteratively retrained, where for each active learning
cycle C it 1) scores each unlabeled sample based on their informativeness, 2) requests annotations for B samples, where B is its annotation “budget,” and then 3) re-trains the system
with the new samples. This loop continues until the desired performance is achieved. For
semantic segmentation, most AL research has aimed to minimize the number of exhaustively
annotated images [134, 135, 136, 140, 7, 143]. For segmentation, we argue that this is sub1
There were 10K hours for determining the categories present in each image, 20K for using point annotations
for each object present, and over 55K for creating segmentation masks [116].
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Figure 5.1: Our active learning approach aims to minimize the number of manual region
annotations by using pseudo labels for unlabeled data during training phase. Blending (a)
the traditional active learning approach with (b) the traditional semi-supervised approach,
(c) our approach used semi-supervised learning on the unlabeled data to generate (d) region
acquisition scores that can be queued for human annotations.
optimal. Rather than assuming images are exhaustively manually annotated, our approach
aims to minimize the total number of manual annotations.
In our framework, only some fully-annotated images are provided manually, as the initial
labeled set. The remaining annotations, for the unlabeled set, are produced automatically by
employing semi-supervised learning (SSL) in each active learning cycle. Specifically, we employ
pseudo labeling with a teacher-student framework to obtain the missing annotations. While
pseudo labeling has been widely used for other problems [156, 157, 158, 159, 9, 160, 161],
it has not been used for active learning in semantic segmentation. We also introduce two
regularization mechanisms for handling label imbalance.

5.2

Related Works

Existing methods in active learning can be broadly classified in three categories, streamlearning [162, 163, 164], query-synthesizing [165, 166, 167, 168] and query-computing. Streamlearning methods sequentially receive unlabeled samples and decide on the spot to request a
label or discard. At the same time, query-synthesizing approaches often involve the use of
generative adversarial networks (GANs) to “synthesize" informative samples from the unla64
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beled data pool [5]. Query-computing, or pool-based active learning, is the most common
approach among the three and involves designing sample acquisition metrics for ranking the
most informative samples.
Query-computing methods are further classified into applying Bayesian inference [169,
128, 131, 170, 139, 143, 150], ensemble learning [129, 147, 151, 142, 154], diversity learning
[130, 132, 148, 135, 140, 133, 144] and representation learning [134, 146, 149, 136, 137, 138,
171, 141, 7, 152, 145, 153, 155]. Most approaches use least confidence [172], softmax entropy
[173], softmax margin [174], mutual information, Core-set [130], Monte-Carlo Dropout [59],
or calculating the gradients of the output layer [175]. The premise for all approaches is the
hypothesis that only the informative samples will stand out - for example, a low softmax margin
indicates high confusion between two classes and hence is a high priority sample within the
unlabeled data pool for labeling.
Active Learning for Semantic Segmentation spans all of the above venues and are addressed at image, region and pixel level. The Variational Adversarial Active Learning (VAAL)
approach used adversarial learning to identify samples that confuse a learned variational autoencoder and discriminator on whether the latent space indicates labeled or unlabeled data
[176, 135]. The Minimax Active Learning (MAL) framework also used a discriminator to classify the most diverse samples as compared to the labeled set and paired it with class prototypes
to identify the highest entropy samples [140]. The Difficulty-awarE Active Learning (DEAL)
architecture appended a probability attention branch to the standard semantic segmentation
framework to learn to attend pixels belonging to the same semantic category before calculating
metrics for acquisition [7]. Our approach is encouraged from VAAL and MAL, wherein we
improve on the idea of using unlabeled data alongside labeled data, but with pseudo labels
instead of an adversarial framework (Sec. 5.4.3).
On a region level, [134] introduced regional Monte-Carlo Dropout with spatial diversity
and cost analysis to select regions within images for labeling while RALIS used reinforcement
learning to determine the best blocks to sample [137]. ViewAL used diversity in scene object views in multi-view dataset samples [143], [136] refined labels with Conditional Random
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Fields, and the paper [144] introduced a class-balanced sampling to select super-pixels regions
generated by the SEEDS algorithm [177]. Recently, PixelPick reduced the labeling costs by
a significant degree by training networks only with sparse pixel annotations [145]. However,
most of these approaches fail to utilize the unlabeled data for training the models to their
maximum potential.
A notable exception is EquAL, an active learning approach that incorporates self-consistency
on the image and its horizontally flipped version [141]. The authors then use the same constraint as the acquisition metric for queuing regions to be labeled within images of the unlabeled pool. It is worth mentioning that similar ideas have been successful in reducing data
labeling costs for classification [171] and object detection [155]. We further develop this line of
work to use semi-supervised learning for improving active learning frameworks. More specifically, instead of using consistency in terms of equivariance and data augmentations, we propose
to work on pseudo labeling to leverage the unlabeled data pool to its maximum potential.
Semi-Supervised Learning for Semantic Segmentation is typically addressed in
three ways, explicit consistency regularization [178, 179, 158, 160, 180], using a teacher-student
framework [181, 159, 182], and recently, combining teacher-student with contrastive embeddings [9, 183].
Teacher-student training pipelines use the mean-teacher framework that maintains an exponentially moving averaged copy of the student model to provide smoother pseudo labels
[156]. This approach is trained by passing weak image copies to the teacher, acquiring pseudo
labels and then training the student on strong perturbed copies of the same set of images
[184, 157]. The paper [181] used GAN based learning to encourage confusions between predictions from the labeled and unlabeled examples. CutMix-Seg showed that applying CutMix boosts the performance of learned representations for semantic segmentation [185, 159],
while ClassMix modified the CutMix mechanism to sample masks corresponding to individual classes for mixing [182]. Recently, Regional Contrast (ReCo) and C3 -SemiSeg learned
contrastive pixel-embeddings to further strengthen the representations alongside conventional
cross-entropy as a separate dedicated branch [9, 183]. For simplicity and to set a baseline, we
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Figure 5.2: Our SSL setup with (a) teacher-student framework, where (b) shows Confidence
Weighting on a per-pixel basis, where the overall cross-entropy loss is weighted by the highest
probability for the corresponding pseudo label (blue indicates high, and green indicates low),
and (c) shows the Balanced ClassMix, where we maintain a replay buffer of unlabeled images
and randomly sample them for ClassMix to further boost the number of samples for tail classes.
adopt the mean-teacher framework to generate pseudo labels on the unlabeled data pool and
expand on this idea for active learning in the next section.

5.3

S4AL

Active learning frameworks have a standard operational cycle - the network is trained on
labeled data - for semantic segmentation, this is typically with cross-entropy loss, and then
used to score samples within the unlabeled data pool (Fig. 5.1a). The learned network is used
to infer statistics in terms of sample information within the unlabeled data pool, represented
as scores for data acquisition. Every active learning cycle C, a portion of samples from the
unlabeled pool - “budget" B, is sampled, annotated and added to the labeled set. This
loop continues till either the budget is exhausted or the updated labeled data pool achieves
acceptable performance.
Active learning for semantic segmentation comes with three significant ordeals. Segmentation datasets have their own distribution bias - there is a set of classes that are heavily
under-represented “tail distribution", for example, column pole and sign in CamVid [186], and
rider and train in CityScapes [187]. They also have significant variance in the within-scene imagery, for example, illumination, contrast, and viewpoint changes. The most common semantic segmentation models use the ResNet or MobileNet family of backbones, with either Fully
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Convolutional Networks (FCNs), Dilated Residual Networks (DRNs) or DeepLab family of
architectures coupled with additional blocks for inference [3, 113, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193].
A common ingredient in all these networks is the Batch Normalization layer, which coupled
with the dataset and scenery bias, makes standard training of neural networks difficult to generalize to new unseen data [194]. This brings us to the third problem - in an active learning
scenario, the unlabeled images are ranked in order of a network’s response, which may be
biased based upon how well it has learned on a relatively smaller training set that has its own
distribution of classes.
To mitigate these challenges, we leverage unlabeled data using semi-supervised learning
during each active learning cycle C as a means of understanding the unlabeled data distribution
(Fig. 5.1b). We use a teacher-student framework for generating pseudo labels on a per-pixel
basis to learn better representations of the unlabeled data pool while assisting the network’s
learning with labeled data. We also replace sampling entire images with regions instead (similar
to [134, 137, 141, 138], Fig. 5.1c, d).
On a higher level, we initialize two sets of the network, wherein the student network is
trained with cross-entropy and the teacher network is updated in a gradual manner with the
student’s parameters (Fig. 5.2a, Eqn. 5.3.2). The teacher network is then used to infer pseudo
labels on the unlabeled images, which are used to train the student network on the unlabeled
data with cross-entropy. At the end of the SSL training for each active learning cycle, we
rank the regions within the unlabeled pool of images based on an acquisition metric computed
with the teacher’s performance and then select the highest ranking set for labeling. We keep
retraining the dataset in an SSL fashion for multiple active learning cycle till a satisfactory
performance is achieved to end the label acquisitions.
A slow moving update (teacher network) results in more stable cumulative predictions,
however, simply adopting this approach is difficult due to the overall class distribution bias
in the labeled data. This is undesirable as pseudo labels from the teacher act as groundtruths for the student network, which may quickly learn the false representations, especially
for tail distribution classes. Furthermore, when regions from the unlabeled images are scored
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as candidates for labeling, a poorly trained network combination may provide a significant
shift in the scores for regions that otherwise would be necessary for correcting the bias and
assist in guiding the next active learning cycle. To circumvent this problem, we introduce two
regularizing schemes - Confidence Weighting and Balanced Classmix.

5.3.1

Teacher-Student Framework

The mean teacher framework, proposed for semi-supervised learning on image classification,
consists of two networks, a student (θ) and a teacher (θ′ ) [156]. The student and teacher share
the same network architecture, and the teacher is updated by an exponential moving average
(EMA) of the student parameters (Eqn. 5.3.1):

θ′ := mθ′ + (1 − m)θ,

(5.3.1)

where m is the smoothness coefficient (momentum) and is set to 0.99 [159, 182]. For the
labeled images, the student is learned using a supervised loss (cross-entropy) with the ground
truth information (Eqn. 5.3.2):

Lsup = ℓce (θ(xl ), yl ),

(5.3.2)

where xl are the inputs to the network and yl are the corresponding ground truth labels. The
continuously updated teacher model (Eqn. 5.3.1) is used to generate pseudo labels on the
unlabeled data which are used to train the student network. The teacher receives weaklyaugmented version of the images (xu−w ) to generate predictions and the student model is
trained using the generated pseudo labels as ground truths following (Eqn. 5.3.3):

Lunsup = ℓce (θ(xu−s ), [θ′ (xu−w )]),

(5.3.3)

where xu−s is the strong-augmented (perturbed) version as input to the student. The []
indicate the conversion of the logits to one hot vectors, which are used as ground truths for
training. We use random flip and random crop operations for xu−w , and random scaling,
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random flip, color jittering and ClassMix for xu−s .
We treat [θ′ (xu−w )] as a one-hot vector indicating the corresponding pseudo label for the
pixel under consideration. The final loss for training is then formulated as:

Ltotal = Lsup + η · Lunsup ,

(5.3.4)

where η corresponds to the weighting for the unsupervised loss. We calculate η as the ratio
of the number of pixels within an image that satisfy p > 0.97, (wherein p indicates the max
probability for the pseudo label for the pixel) to the total number of pixels within that image,
similar to [159, 182, 9].

5.3.2

Confidence Weighting

Eqn. 5.3.4 weighs the contribution of pseudo labeled pixels from the teacher network based
on the amount of corresponding probabilities p which pass a preset confidence threshold [159,
182, 9]. However, the weight is applied on an image-level for a mini-batch setting, which
implies that all pixels within an image are trained with the same importance irrespective of
their prediction confidence. We hypothesize that the student network can quickly overfit to
the distribution of classes present in the limited training set and as the teacher is a slow update
(Eqn. 5.3.1), this can eventually introduce bias with respect to classes that have limited pixel
annotations.
Most semi-supervised learners function on a one-time run agenda. In an active learning
setting, however, a class distribution bias can prove more harmful if the networks become
very confident of their predictions and they have false confidence on their predictions when
computing an acquisition metric. In a long run, this is undesirable as the entire goal of
active learning is to continuously query informative samples, minimize labeling costs and yet
maintain good performance.
There are multiple approaches in semi-supervised image classification which strive to solve
this class imbalance problem, which are broadly based on re-sampling or re-weighting [195,
196, 197]. Most of the approaches involve keeping a running statistic of the number of images
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falling under a certain class label, which can be daunting when directly applied to semantic
segmentation on a pixel basis as the head classes (sky, road, building) heavily overshadow the
tail classes (bicycle, pedestrian, fence) . Following the fundamentals of these approaches, we
propose a simple modification to Eqn. 5.3.3 as follows:

Lunsup = ℓce (θ(xu−s ), p · [θ′ (xu−w )]),

(5.3.5)

where p is the corresponding max probability for every pseudo label from the teacher network
(Fig. 5.2b). This approach ensures that high confidence pseudo labels and annotated labels
within an active learning cycles get more importance as compared low confidence pseudo labels.

5.3.3

Balanced ClassMix

Our second regularization scheme focuses on tail classes imbalance from an oversampling
perspective with data augmentation. For this task, we build on ideas from continual learning
and ClassMix [198, 199, 200, 201, 182]. Replay buffers are widely used to mitigate catastrophic
forgetting by storing previous sets of samples and mixing them with new samples for training
neural networks [202, 203, 200, 201]. These buffers are usually restricted in size due to memory
constraints and there are multiple schemes for replay sampling, but, for our task, we rely on
uniform sampling from the buffer.
Specifically, we initialize a replay buffer with limit M . At every iteration, we add images
into the buffer for sampling later. For the current iteration, we randomly sample images of
the same batch size from the replay buffer. These set of images are then passed through the
same pipeline for calculating Eqn. 5.3.5, except we modify the probability distribution for
ClassMix data augmentation. ClassMix uniformly samples the mask from the entire set of
classes in its original setting. For our setting, we bias the sampling rate to focus on more
samples from the tail classes as compared to the head classes, which is assessed based on the
distribution within the labeled data. We accomplish this by sampling classes for ClassMix
by two separate distributions, head and tail, instead of a single combined distribution. This
assists in the active learning loops as we expect the regions queued by the acquisition metric
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for labeling belong to the tail classes, due to more challenges posed during teacher-student
training with our ClassMix variant (Fig. 5.2c).
Thus, for the current mini-batch, we get two different xus , where the first set corresponds
to within mini-batch augmentations (Lunsup1 ), and the second set corresponds to replay augmentations (Lunsup2 ). For computation efficiency, we only maintain the ClassMix-d versions
equal to the batch size. It is entirely plausible to use standard ClassMix with the replay images, however, our formulation ensures that more pixels from the tail classes are seen during
training, especially post a few cycles of label acquisitions on the unlabeled data pool. Our
total training loss from Eqn. 5.3.4 becomes,

Ltotal = Lsup + η1 · Lunsup1 + η2 · Lunsup2 ,

(5.3.6)

where the values of η in Eqn. 5.3.6 are still calculated in the same manner as mentioned
before.

5.3.4

Sampling Strategy

Our entire framework, semi-supervised semantic segmentation for active learning (S4AL) is a
two-step process where we follow the standard protocols of active learning and iterate over
multiple active learning cycles C, but at the same time, use pseudo labeling to leverage the
unlabeled data pool in a much efficient manner. A natural choice for sampling shifts from
image-level to region-level as there are multiple sub-regions whose predictions become more
confident over cycles, thus lowering the overall image scores and increasing the possibility of
missing out on key annotations that may belong to tail classes. For our acquisition metric,
we adopt four strategies: random sampling, least confidence, softmax entropy, and softmax
margin. We refer the readers to [143] for an in-depth explanation for all sampling strategies
in active learning. From our initial set of experiments, we found softmax entropy to be the
best suited acquisition metric for all our datasets.
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Table 5.1: IoU: Class-wise and mean on CityScapes using MobileNetv2 - while all approaches
use 40% data to achiever their goal, we achieve our goal with only 16% data.
Method

Road

Supervised
Random
Entropy
Core-Set [130]
DEAL [7]
S4AL

97.58
96.03
96.28
96.12
95.89
97.73
Sky

Supervised
Random
Entropy
Core-Set [130]
DEAL [7]
S4AL

92.69
91.47
92.05
91.89
91.78
92.81

Side
walk
80.55
72.36
73.31
72.76
71.69
81.76
Pedestrian
65.12
62.74
63.96
62.48
64.25
65.62

Building

Wall

Fence

Pole

Traffic
Light

Traffic
Sign

88.43
86.79
87.13
87.03
87.09
88.63

51.22
43.56
43.82
44.86
45.61
51.42

47.61
44.22
43.87
45.86
44.94
47.40

35.19
36.99
38.10
35.84
38.29
36.00

42.19
35.28
37.74
34.81
36.51
43.91

Rider

Car

Truck

Bus

Train

56.79
53.87
55.39
53.07
55.47
58.27
MotorCycle

37.32
37.51
34.44
36.28
39.77
39.71

90.67
88.05
88.38
87.63
88.11
90.52

66.24
56.64
59.38
57.25
56.87
66.07

71.84
61.00
64.64
67.02
64.46
65.31

63.84
43.69
50.80
56.59
50.39
46.03

42.35
30.58
36.13
29.34
38.92
46.88

Vegetation

Terrain

89.41
86.91
87.52
87.18
87.53
89.72

60.22
54.58
53.68
53.49
56.90
62.01

Bicycle

mIoU

61.84
55.67
57.10
53.56
56.59
61.77

65.30
59.00
61.46
60.69
61.64
64.80

Table 5.2: Discussions: of various studies conducted on CamVid and CityScapes dataset.
We use MobileNetv2 for all our experiments, except in Table 5.2c.
(a) Region vs Image: the
entire dataset, with top three
classes with the largest difference in IoU and (Recall).

(b) Region vs Image: the
entire dataset, with top three
classes with the largest difference in IoU and (Recall).

IoU
CamVid
· Sign
· Pedestrian
· Bicyclist

IoU

Region

Image

61.78
40.27 (73.75)
49.96 (70.30)
51.31 (77.14)

60.31
34.66 (75.22)
43.99 (68.29)
49.76 (72.08)

CityScapes
· Truck
· Bus
· Train

Region

Image

64.70
66.07 (85.17)
65.31 (89.05)
46.03 (51.07)

64.73
60.12 (74.77)
67.13 (81.91)
57.30 (66.67)

(c) IoU: using DRN on VAAL [135]
and MAL [140].
IoUs indicates
the score at starting with 10% of
the data, IoUf indicates the score
at end of active learning, IoUsup
are the scores with fully supervised
data, and the last row indicates the
amount of data utilized.

IoUs
IoUf
IoUsup
% data

5.4
5.4.1

VAAL [135]

MAL [140]

S4AL

46.2
56.5 (+10.3)
62.95 ± 0.70
40

48.9
58.4 (+9.5)
61.9 ± 0.70
30

57.9
65.7 (+7.8)
67.68 ± 1.2
16

Experiments
Datasets

We evaluate our proposed approach on CamVid and CityScapes datasets for semantic segmentation [186, 187]. We follow the widely adopted protocol for both datasets: we sample
10% of the data as labeled data from the train set as our labeled data pool [135, 7, 140].
For simplicity and reproducibility, we sample images for the labeled set uniformly from the
ground truth train set and consider all others from the train set as the unlabeled image pool.
To ensure fairness in a comparison between all methods, we treat the ignore index for both
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60

IoU

IoU
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(a) CamVid

supervised 10%
supervised 100%
semi-supervised 10%
semi-supervised 13.8%
semi-supervised 16.3%

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20

road
sidewalk
building
wall
fence
pole
traffic light
traffic sign
vegetatation
terrain
sky
pedestrian
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car
truck
bus
train
motorcycle
bicycle
overall

supervised 10%
supervised 100%
semi-supervised 10%
semi-supervised 12%
semi-supervised 13.8%

(b) CityScapes

Figure 5.3: IoU: Performance curves of using pseudo labels as a function of the total data used
for training on (a) CamVid and (b) CityScapes. We reduce the labeling effort significantly, by
requiring only ∼4% and 6% additional data on both datasets respectively. On the same initial
data, the best state-of-the-art method achieves comparative performance with an additional
30% data.

datasets as part of the labeling information so that those areas are also potential regions to
be acquisitioned for labeling.
CityScapes is a relatively larger dataset for semantic analysis of urban driving scenes at
1024 × 2048 resolution with 30 classes. It contains a total of 2975, 500, and 1525 images
for training, validation and test respectively. We use the standard split of 2675, 300, and 500
images for training, validation, and test by replacing the validation set as test set and randomly
sampling 300 images as validation. We downsample the images to 688 × 688 resolution and
use 19 classes for training and evaluations, similar to [135, 7, 140].
CamVid is a driving scene understanding dataset consisting of images captured at 720 ×
960 resolution with 32 classes. It contains a total of 701 images, with a split of 367, 101 and
233 images for training, validation, and test respectively. We use the widely adopted down
sampled scenes at a resolution of 360 × 480 for our training and evaluation with 11 classes
[123, 141, 7].
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Table 5.3: Supervised Learning parameters.

5.4.2

Config

CamVid

CityScapes

Learing Rate
Optimizer
Scheduler

1e − 2
SGD
PolyLR

1e − 2
SGD
PolyLR

Batch Size
Epoch Iterations
Epochs

4
100
100

4
200
100

Augmentations

Resize([0.75,1.25]),
ColorJitter(p = 0.5),
HFlip(p = 0.5)

Resize([0.5,2.0]),
ColorJitter(p = 0.5),
HFlip(p = 0.5)

Experimental Configuration

We run our evaluations with MobileNetv2 as the backbone on the DeepLabv3+ semantic
segmentation architecture [193, 113], a widely adopted standard for semantic segmentation
in active learning. We use the PyTorch library [78] for all our experiments. We adjust the
MobileNetv2 backbone to have a higher stride of 16, similar to [7]. We also benchmark our
results on the CityScapes dataset using DRNs [190] to compare against [135, 140], as they
follow the same foundation approach in terms of initial labeled sets and image resolutions.
We train all our networks with a batch size of four for 100 epochs and 200 epochs on the
final stage of the active learning cycle. We start with an initial learning rate of 1×10−2 and
use the “poly" learning schedule to gradually decrease the learning rate [193, 7]. We set the
value for the replay buffer size M to 50 and 500 for CamVid and CityScapes, respectively. We
sample four regions per image of 30 × 30 and 43 × 43 for two and five active learning cycles
on CamVid and CityScapes, respectively.
Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 show the default hyper-parameters for training supervised and active learning based networks. We use the standard set of augmentations followed for supervised
and semi-supervised learning, and append the latter with ClassMix [182]. For semi-supervised
learning per active learning cycle, we train with only labeled data for the initial 10 epochs
to provide a good initialization for the teacher. In addition, we only start adaptive ClassMix
once the first active learning cycle has completed - this reduces the initial training time and
also makes the intended usage with additional labeled data. We train our networks on two
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Table 5.4: Active Learning with Semi-Supervised Learning parameters.
Config

CamVid

CityScapes

Learing Rate
Optimizer
Scheduler

1e-2
SGD
PolyLR

1e-2
SGD
PolyLR

Batch Size (Labeled)
Batch Size (Un-Labeled)
Epoch Iterations
Epochs
Coldstart Epochs
Final Cycle Epochs

4
4
50
100
10
200

4
4
100
100
10
200

Active Learning Cycles
Active Learning Regions

2
30 × 30 × 4

5
43 × 43 × 4

Augmentations
(Labeled)

Resize([0.75,1.25]),
ColorJitter(p = 0.5),
HFlip(p = 0.5)

Resize([0.5,2.0]),
ColorJitter(p = 0.5),
HFlip(p = 0.5)

Weak Augmentations
(Un-Labeled)

Resize([0.75,1.25]),
HFlip(p = 0.5)

Resize([0.5,2.0]),
HFlip(p = 0.5)

Strong Augmentations
(Un-Labeled)

Resize([0.75,1.25]),
ColorJitter(p = 0.5),
HFlip(p = 0.5),
ClassMix[182]

Resize([0.5,2.0]),
ColorJitter(p = 0.5),
HFlip(p = 0.5),
ClassMix[182]

Replay Buffer Size

50

500

Nvidia Titan Xps (CamVid) and two Nvidia V100s (CityScapes).
Comparative Algorithms We compare our methods against four other active selection
methods as shown in Table 5.1. These methods are designed for active learning on an image
level basis - namely random selection, Entropy [173], Core-Set [130], and DEAL [7]. Attempts
to compare with region level algorithms were partially unsuccessful because they use random
sampling to initialize the labeled training set, which makes it challenging to replicate results.

5.4.3

Results

On the CamVid dataset, we achieve 97% of the performance (Fig. 5.3a) as compared to
utilizing the full dataset with only 13.8% of the labeled pixel data. The previous state-of-theart approach achieved 94% performance using 40% of the data [7].
Our results on the CityScapes dataset are given in Table 5.1. Our approach outperforms
existing methods on the CityScapes dataset using just 16% of the labeled data as compared
to 40%. Except for the class Train, we improve the IoU scores on multiple tail classes (traffic
light, traffic sign, truck, motorcycle and bicycle) by a significant amount.
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Figure 5.4: What does the network want? We visualize the region-wise samples per active
learning cycle on both datasets for our main split.

Figs. 5.3a and 5.3b show the gradual increase in IoU per class and overall as a function of
data being utilized. Using semi-supervised learning, we improve the scores on both datasets
by an initial 1-2 % with the same amount of data. While this is lower than the gains seen in
some other semi-supervised algorithms [159, 158, 160, 9], we believe that the limited number
of parameters of MobileNetv2 act as a constraint as opposed to the much larger networks used
in those studies. Irrespective of the initial boost, our approach iteratively increases the IoU
on both datasets, while minimizing the overall labeling effort.
Fig. 5.4a shows us the important classes belonging to the regions queried for labeling on
the CamVid dataset. We can observe high priority is given to the tail distribution classes (in
terms of pixel count), namely column pole, pedestrian and bicycle. Regions consisting of areas
falling under the ignore category are also sampled, which also proves that the network does
not easily assign a particular class from the known categories to a new-ly observed object.
Concurrently, Fig. 5.5 shows us some examples of qualitative results on the CamVid dataset
- the first three rows show the network trained with S4AL predicting near similar or better
than the fully-supervised network, and the last row shows the most common failure case with
respect to the ‘Fence’ class, which tends to get confused with ‘Building’ class due to their
structural similarities.
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Similarly, Fig. 5.6 shows us some examples of on the CityScapes dataset - the first three
rows show the network trained with S4AL predicting near similar or better than the fullysupervised network, and the last row shows the most common failure case with respect to the
‘Train’ class, which tends to get confused with ‘Bus’ class due to their structural similarities.
We observed this in Table 5.2b as well, thus possibly indicating that a hybrid acquisition model
of image and regions, on a per image basis, would be most beneficial for complex scenes. Fig.
5.4b shows us that rider, motorcycle and bicycle, three very similar visual categories, were the
highest queried regions in the CityScapes dataset. The network also queries a relatively low
number of pixels belonging to the ‘ignore index’ label, effectively showing a better sense of
understanding for the dataset as most regions for ignoring belong to the hood of the car that
is gathering all the data.
In addition to MobileNet, we also experiment with a comparatively lighter DRN-D-22
2

network for comparisons with VAAL and MAL approaches for active learning [190, 135,

140] and report our results in Table 5.2c. Direct comparisons are impossible due to the
unknown labeled-unlabeled data split, and hence we report the results on a comparative basis
with respect to the IoUs achieved with 10%, maximum data sampled via active learning and
fully supervised data pool. We make two key observations: 1) Training with semi-supervised
learning on the initial 10% data leads to an up-rise in the starting IoU, and 2) Our approach
is able to achieve 97% of the performance while using only 16% of the data, as compared to
40% and 30% on VAAL and MAL respectively.
Finally, we compare our results to other region-based selection methods, namely EquAL
and RALIS [141, 137]. Direct comparison is not possible due to the unknown labeled-unlabeled
split, so instead we compare performance using the same labeled fraction of the data. RALIS
uses a ResNet-50 backbone with Feature Pyramid Networks [204], enhanced with pretraining
on the GTA-V dataset [205]. It also uses initial labeled sets of 30% for CamVid and 12% for
CityScapes, which are higher than our initial budget of 10% on both datasets. In comparison,
our approach achieved 97% of its fully-supervised performance on CamVid using while only
actively sampling an additional 3.8% of total data (13.8% overall), whereas RALIS required
2
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an additional 24% of the total data (54% overall) to reach a maximum performance of 96%.
In addition, our approach achieved nearly identical results to the fully-supervised performance
on the CityScapes dataset using only an additional 8% of the total data (18% overall), whereas
RALIS achieved 96% of fully-supervised performance using an additional 9% of total data (21%
overall). It is worth mentioning that in both datasets of interest, RALIS used a pretraining
boost with the GTA V dataset on ResNet-50, whereas we only use ImageNet-pretrained weights
on MobileNetv2.
For EquAL, direct comparison is not possible due to the unknown labeled-unlabeled split,
so instead we compare performance using the same labeled fraction of the data with ResNet-50
backbone. Under the same training paradigm (starting with 8% labeled data, a budget of 12%
labeled data, and using a ResNet-50 backbone with DeepLabv3+), our approach achieved an
mIOU of 65.3 ± 0.2 on CamVid, as compared to 63.4 from [141] 3 . For CityScapes, we found
it realistically impossible to begin with only 1% labeled data due to sampling concerns and
no recorded data splits, so we begin with 3.5% data instead which is a conventional choice for
semi-supervised learning tasks [161, 180, 160, 9]. Compared to EquAL’s 12% usage with an
mIoU of 67.4, we obtained 66.7 ± 1.5 using only 10% of the total labeled data. We believe the
higher variance here as opposed to our other results is caused by using only 3.5% data initially
labeled data (vs. 10% in the other experiments), and further research could help reduce this
variance with improvements in SSL [161, 180, 160, 9].

5.4.4

Additional Results

We discuss the ablations with respect to our approach in this section. In all approach-specific
experiments, we sample additional combinations of labeled-unlabeled combinations using random sampling over 5 runs and report our results as the mean and standard deviation over all
experiments.
Region vs Image: Instead of using regions, we sample entire images based on the acquisition metric and follow with the semi-supervised learning approach where the newly acquired
data is added to the labeled set of images. We repeat the active learning cycle 2 times, sam3

as mentioned in EquAL’s GitHub repository
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Figure 5.5: Examples of semantic segmentation outputs on CamVid, the columns represent the
image (left), the ground truth (center-left), the predictions of a supervised network (centerright), and the predictions of a network trained via S4AL (right).
pling 5% of the queried image pool every time, resulting in a 20% data usage. We observe
that using regions benefit across both datasets (Tables 5.2a, 5.2b), often resulting in higher
recall across tail distribution classes except for the ‘Train’ class for CityScapes, which gets
confused with ‘Bus’. We believe stronger regularizers can help prevent pseudo label confusion
and mitigate this performance gap.
Confidence Weighting: benefits both datasets, most noticeable in the very first active
learning cycle (CamVid: 57.2 −→ 58.5, CityScapes: 56.15 −→ 56.6). This is important as
having the correct knowledge and not falling to the dataset bias is crucial towards obtaining
the perfect set of samples. More specifically, for CityScapes, we further observe an average
difference of nearly 5% for tail classes - traffic light, traffic sign, pedestrian, rider, and motorcycle - which implies a lot of potential false label associations were averted by imposing a
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Table 5.5: Discussions: of additional studies conducted on CamVid and CityScapes dataset.
We use MobileNetv2 for all our experiments.
(a) IoU: with respect to different block sampling ratios
on CamVid and CityScapes datasets.
CamVid

mIoU

CityScapes

mIoU

30 × 30 × 2
30 × 30 × 4
60 × 60 × 1

60.4 ± 1.4
61.4 ± 0.6
60.8 ± 2.4

43 × 43 × 2
43 × 43 × 4
86 × 86 × 1

61.8 ± 0.8
62.6 ± 2.2
61.4 ± 1.6

(b) IoU: with respect to
different sampling schemes
on CamVid and CityScapes
datasets.
CamVid
Random
LS
Ent
Margin

59.1
60.5
61.2
60.8

±
±
±
±

mIoU
CityScapes

1.8
0.5
0.5
0.6

59.8
60.3
62.5
61.8

±
±
±
±

2.5
1.4
1.8
0.5

simple constraint on the pseudo labels.
Balanced Classmix: also benefits both datasets, and this is most noticable in the final
active learning cycle (CamVid: 60.4 −→ 61.5, CityScapes: 61.3 −→ 63.15). Active learning
performs significantly better with using Balanced Classmix - depending on the initial data
pool, we observe more inconsistencies in the final results if Balanced Classmix is not used as
it compensates for lack of enough contributions from the tail classes. This also comes as a
little deterrent, specially for the ‘Train’ category, as this same regularizer works negatively to
over-sample areas that confuse the category.
Region Size: We experiment with different region sizes for both datasets in Table 5.5a.
Statistically, there are multiple combinations possible, and we achieve the best consistent
results across our final size of choosing.
Sampling Strategy: We conclude our study of hyperparameters in the experiment with
the metric used for sampling the regions within an image for labeling (Table 5.5b). The
values indicate that softmax entropy works the best for our approach, with softmax margin
performing nearly well. This can also be explained by the Confidence Weighting that enforces
a tougher constraint and thus makes identifying key areas possible.
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5.5

Conclusion

We visit active learning for semantic segmentation with the goal of incorporating semi-supervision
based pseudo labeling into each training cycle to reduce labeling costs. We propose two regularizers to prevent issues with dataset bias in terms of head and tail classes, Confidence
Weighting and Balanced Classmix. Our approach achieves comparable performance to full
supervised data with a significant reduction in the amount of labels used. A current limitation
of our work is lack of understanding with respect to classes that have not been seen during
training (open-set or heavily under-represented), however, we believe that our work can set a
precedent for further research in the area.
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Figure 5.6: Examples of semantic segmentation outputs on CityScapes, the columns represent
the image (left), the ground truth (center-left), the predictions of a supervised network (centerright), and the predictions of a network trained via S4AL (right).
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Chapter 6

S4AL+
6.1

Introduction

Getting labels for supervised learning problems is challenging, especially for semantic segmentation where these labels are needed on a per-pixel level. The most widely used methods for
reducing the need for labels are semi-supervised learning (SSL) and pool-based active learning (AL). Semi-supervised learning proposes strategies to use the unlabeled dataset alongside
labeled samples, typically by maintaining an exponential moving average of the network to
predict pseudo labels [206, 207, 208], and pool-based active learning queries the most informative samples within the unlabeled data pool, in terms of pixels, regions, or entire images, to
add to the labeling pool via a predetermined scoring mechanism [141, 137, 145, 8]. Recently,
both EquAL [141] and S4AL [8] have pioneered combining active and semi-supervised learning
for semantic segmentation, resulting in significant gains compared to using either in isolation.
However, these methods are complicated - the former relies on enforcing consistency in the
predictions without accounting for their correctness, and the latter relies on complex data
augmentation schemes for convergence. Here we propose S4AL+, which greatly simplifies the
S4AL method by replacing its mean-teacher framework with self-training, thereby eliminating
the use of complex data augmentations [209, 12].
Most methods for active learning rely on cross-entropy loss for training their networks
[7, 141, 8]. While cross-entropy is a widely used loss function in semantic segmentation, it
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.1: An example from the CityScapes dataset for Active learning: (a) Shows the image,
(b) The ground truth labels, (c) The predictions from a network trained only with cross-entropy
loss, and (d) The predictions from a network trained with contrastive representation learning.
The red box highlights the improved predictions in for the train and the nearby vegetation
over standard training with cross-entropy loss.

operates on a individual pixels of the semantic map and fails to take into consideration possible
cues of similarity and differences in areas throughout the entire image or set of images to
strengthen its learning further (Fig. 6.1). The computer vision community has developed
several algorithms to address this problem, notably Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [191],
Affinity Nets [210], Region Mutual Information Loss (RMI) [211] and Contrastive Learning
[212, 9]. We hypothesize that boosting cross-entropy performance with any of these methods
can improve the quality of pseudo labels, thereby improving the quality of queried labeling
instances.

In this work, we show how active learning for semantic segmentation can be improved
with a straightforward technique: at each active learning cycle, we produce pseudo labels
for the dataset with the self-training framework [209] and leverage contrastive representation
learning to improve the boundaries between different classes [9]. Our combination of selftraining with contrastive representation learning in S4AL+ enables querying superior samples
for active learning, which results in more efficient learning. While S4AL+ was designed for
active learning, we also demonstrate state-of-the-art performance on semi-supervised learning.
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Related Works

Pool-based Active Learning for Semantic Segmentation is a technique for ranking
unlabeled data points on their importance based on machine learning methods including,
but not limited to, consistency [139, 143, 141, 151], diversity [135, 140] and feature level
learning [137, 7, 145, 8]. These frameworks can be further classified based on their approach
for querying the data (image [151, 7, 135, 140], region [139, 143, 141, 137, 8] or pixel [145]).
Notably, EquAL [141], Minimax [140], and S4AL [8] proposed including the unlabeled dataset
as part of the training protocol to achieve better image-level (Minimax) or region-level (EquAL,
S4AL) results. Unlike these approaches, we show that adding a simple contrastive embedding
head and self-training to boost the networks’ quality of pseudo labels is sufficient to attain
state-of-the-art results.
Semi-Supervised Learning for Semantic Segmentation commonly learns representations using a teacher-student framework [181, 159, 213, 209, 182, 206, 214], and recently, combining teacher-student with contrastive embeddings [9, 183, 161, 207]. Most teacher-student
frameworks use the mean teacher framework as their foundation [156], wherein a slowly updated version (teacher) of the continuously updated model (student) predicts reliable pseudo
labels on the unlabeled data points for joint training. The exceptions to this line of approach
are ST++ [12] and USRN [214] which use self-training based learning [209]. These algorithms
complement our work, which differs in two aspects of learning. Unlike ST++, we use pixel-level
(local) metrics instead of image-level (global) metrics for determining the quality of pseudo
labels, and unlike USRN, we use contrastive representation learning to improve the quality of
pseudo labels instead of clustering to improve the data distribution.
Supervised Contrastive Learning stems from adapting the one-to-many contrastive
loss to the many-to-many pipeline for mapping similarities and differences between data points
in the representation space [215]. Multiple frameworks aim to boost the pixel-wise predictions
in semantic segmentation by incorporating contrastive learning with memory banks (prototypes) for supervised learning [212, 216, 217] and semi-supervised learning [183, 161, 207]. Our
work employs a much lighter technique, ReCo [9], which continuously updates the contrastive
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embeddings per data iteration and achieves a comparative performance to its memory banks
counterparts.

6.3

S4AL+

Active learning methods work with an initial labeled pool (DL , xl ) and a relatively larger
unlabeled pool (DU , xu ), intending to query instances from DU for labeling. This task is performed at every active learning cycle (ALT ), whose stopping criteria (ALC ) is either preset or
determined as the number of cycles required to achieve comparable performance to supervised
learning (DL , DU −→ DL ).
We build S4AL+ on the foundations of S4AL [8], self-training [209] and contrastive representation learning [9]. Following S4AL, we query the instances xu at every ALT at region
level using the average entropy of the network prediction’s in the region. At the end of every
active learning cycle, we query for labeled data from DU by ranking the regions according to
network’s entropy and we account for pseudo labels by considering every pixel whose prediction confidence is above a fixed threshold. In this manner, the network has richer labels within
the unlabeled pool at the beginning of the next active learning cycle and does not need to
iteratively predict pseudo labels every data iteration [156, 8].
To ensure high quality within the queried regions, we investigate allowing the network
to ‘peep’ into the data within the unlabeled pool by using semi-supervised learning. We
achieve this with two simple adjustments: 1) We train the network with the self-training
framework [156, 209], and 2) We add a contrastive embedding head to strengthen class-wise
representations [9] (Fig. 6.2). We briefly discuss the motivations and functionality of both our
modifications, before discussing our findings.

6.3.1

Self-training

Motivation. Mean-teacher based approaches for semi-supervised learning, wherein an exponentially moving average of the student network is used to predict pseudo labels on DU ,
requires complex data augmentations (variants of CutMix [185] or ClassMix [182]) and regu88
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Predictions

6.3. S4AL+

Representations

DeepLabv3+

Figure 6.2: Schematic showing how our modified DeepLabv3+ framework employs contrastive
representation learning to improve the performance of pseudo labels per learning cycle, which
improves the performance of our active learning framework. Note how road keys group together
(red) and ensure distance from sidewalk (orange), and similarly, bus keys (yellow) separate
from train (green). The confidence in the prediction map highlights the keys for smart selection
during contrastive learning (black arrow).
larizations to function successfully on semantic segmentation. Multiple research studies in the
areas of semi-supervised learning and active learning ([206, 207, 8]) use modified data augmentation pipelines to ensure robust pseudo labels. On the contrary, self-training uses a relatively
simple data augmentation scheme, while managing to achieve comparable performance.
The self-training pipeline for semi-supervised semantic segmentation can be summarized
in the following steps:
1. Train the network NT on DL wa with CE,
2. Obtain pseudo labels for DU from NT with a determined threshold,
3. Jointly train DL wa and DU sa on NS with CE,
4. NS −→ NT ,
5. Repeat 2 to 4 till convergence,
where NS , NT , wa, sa, CE indicate student network, teacher network, weak data augmentation, strong data augmentation, and cross-entropy loss respectively. Self-training also relies
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on injecting noise into the network for augmentations, which we achieve with Dropout for MobileNetV2 and Stochastic Depth for the ResNet variants in our framework [218, 219, 113, 3].
This pipeline can be retrofitted for active learning with two minor adjustments. First, we
modify Step 5 to repeat itself every ALT , until we reach the stopping criteria cycle ALC . We
also query xu within DU for labeling during every iteration of Step 2. As a result, we obtain
the relatively easier set of labels in DU via pseudo labeling and the harder set of labels in DU
via manual annotations at each active learning cycle (ALT ). This results in a larger portion
of information available for the network during the next training phase of the active learning
cycle (ALT ).

6.3.2

Contrastive Representation Learning

Motivation. We face two challenges when directly applying the framework for semantic
segmentation: 1) for classification, the entire feature representation for the network corresponds to a single image category, and 2) cross-entropy loss works on a per-pixel basis and
ignores the possibility of learning from other pixels in the image (and the batch) to improve
its understanding. Hence, we explore the field of supervised contrastive learning and augment
our network with a contrastive embedding head for learning meaningful representations (6.2).
Specifically, we adapt the ReCo loss [9] into our training pipeline due to its simplicity and
lower memory overhead.
We modify our network for semantic segmentation by adding another decoder head that
accounts for learning representations and is trained via the ReCo loss (Fig. 6.2). Assuming that
r indicates the representations obtained in parallel to the network’s class-wise predictions, and
C is the total number of classes present in the dataset during the mini-batch under training,
Eqn. 6.3.1 summarizes the fundamentals of the ReCo loss [9] as follows:

LReCo =

X X
c∈C

rq ∼Rcq

− log

exp(rq · rkc,+ /τ )
,
P
exp(rq · rkc,+ /τ ) + r− ∼Rc exp(rq · rk− /τ )
k

(6.3.1)

k

where
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• Rcq represents the positive set containing all representations whose ground truth labels
belong to class c,
• rkc,+ represents the positive anchor, which is the mean of rq per class c,
• rk− are all representations within Rkc , which is the negative key set containing all representations whose ground truth label is not class c, and
• τ is the scalar temperature control parameter.
Eqn. 6.3.1 accounts for all positive and negative keys present within a mini-batch whose size
can grow exponentially based on the number of images and their resolutions. ReCO alleviates
this problem by constructing a pair-wise similarity graph among the mean representations
of every class (rkc,+ , c ∈ C) and actively sampling for a meaningful set of negative keys rk−
per Rcq , whose quantity is a tunable hyper-parameter (RC K ). This ensures that semantically
different classes, for example, Bus and Vegetation, are rarely sampled as a pair for learning,
while semantically similar classes like Bus and Train are seen more often.
Similarly, rq are chosen based on the threshold RC δs for every corresponding prediction
confidence from the network and a tunable hyper-parameter (RC Q ) which determines the
quantity, similar to RC K . RC δs ensures that positive keys belong to areas within the prediction
map which can benefit from representation learning. In this manner, ReCo ensures that only
the most informative sets (both positive and negative) are trained while maintaining a minimal
computation overhead. We replace the CE loss function in Steps 1 and 3 with a combination
of CE and ReCo loss to further boost the network’s learning potential.

6.3.3

Summary: S4AL+ vs. Other Methods

Our approach differs from S4AL, and other approaches in the semi-supervised and active
learning literature in three ways: 1) We do not use the mean teacher pipeline to predict
pseudo labels at every mini-batch iteration, in this manner, we save on the training time and
also potential bias from the labels imbalance being carried forward every step, 2) We do not
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rely on heavy augmentations like CutMix [185] or ClassMix [182], and 3) We use contrastive
learning with self-training to utilize the unlabeled pool to its maximum potential (Fig. 6.1).

6.4

Experiments

Before presenting our results, we first introduce the metrics and datasets used in experiments.
We use the PyTorch library [78] for all our experiments, with Pytorch Lightning [220].

6.4.1

Datasets, metrics and training protocol

Datasets. We conduct experiments on the CamVid, and CityScapes datasets [186, 187].
CamVid has a default resolution of 720 × 960, with 11 classes of interest, and CityScapes
has a default resolution of 1024 × 2048, with 11 classes of interest. For active learning, we
downsample CamVid and CityScapes to 360 × 480 and 688 × 688, respectively, for training and
evaluation, following [7, 8]. For semi-supervised learning, we crop images within the CityScapes
dataset at 768 × 768 for training, and maintain the original resolution for evaluation, following
[206, 207].
Metrics. We evaluate our algorithm’s performance for active learning by measuring the
proportion of additional labeled data required to reach more than 95% performance in terms
of mean IoU (mIoU) on fully supervised learning. We evaluate our algorithm’s performance for
semi-supervised learning by measuring the mIoU achieved using a specific % of fully supervised
data as the labeled data.
Network Architectures. We use MobileNetV2 [113] with a modified stride of 16 as the
backbone for all experiments on active learning (following [7, 8]), except in comparison to
EquAL [141], wherein we use ResNet-50 with a modified stride of 8. We also use ResNet-50 [3]
and ResNet-101-DeepStem [221], with modified stride of 8, for experiments on semi-supervised
learning as per the protocol in the comparative state-of-the-art. We use the DeepLabv3+
framework for semantic segmentation throughout all our experiments [193].
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Figure 6.3: We demonstrate that our framework, S4AL+, works the best for active learning
on the CamVid (a) and CityScapes (b) datasets. Both graphs show the mIoU improvements
relative to the amount of labeled data utilized in comparison with the previous state-of-the-art
frameworks, DEAL [7] and S4AL [8], and the supervised learning performance.
Network Optimization. We begin all our experiments with an initial learning rate of
1×10−2 and use the “poly” learning schedule to gradually decrease the learning rate, similar to
[193, 7, 8]. We use SGD for optimization and a weight decay of 0.0001 in all our experiments.
We train the networks for 100 epochs on the CamVid and CityScapes datasets for active
learning, and 240 epochs on the CityScapes dataset for semi-supervised learning. For all data
augmentation schemes, we use random application of image resizing and horizontal flipping as
the weak augmentations set (wa), and Gaussian blur, Color Jitter, and CutOut [118] as the
strong augmentations set (sa). We do not create our own splits, but instead use the data splits
provided in individual benchmarks to minimize disparity in our findings. Tables 6.1 and 6.2
contain the details of our training procedures on active learning and semi-supervised learning
respectively.

6.4.2

Results: Active Learning

We conduct experiments for the full active learning system with the CamVid and CityScapes
datasets with MobileNetV2 encoder and DeepLabv3+ framework. In both cases, we begin
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Table 6.1: Summary of all Active learning experiments on CamVid and CityScapes datasets.
LD and ULD indicate the percentage of labeled data and unlabeled data respectively. We
observe that using 1:2 labeled to unlabeled image ratio, and training for longer epochs, on the
final active learning cycle, result in superior gains with respect to mIoU on both datasets.
Dataset

Experiment

Epochs

Batch
Size
(Labeled)

Batch
Size
(Unlabeled)

Iterations
Per Epoch

CamVid

10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%

LD
LD
LD,
LD,
LD,
LD,

ULD
ULD
2.1% LD, ULD
2.1% LD, ULD

100
100
100
100
100
150

4
4
2
2
2
2

2
4
4
4

50
50
100
100
100
100

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

58.42
60.11
60.50
60.92
61.80
62.65

10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%
10%

LD
LD
LD,
LD,
LD,
LD,
LD,
LD,
LD,

ULD
ULD
1.3%
2.6%
3.8%
5.1%
5.1%

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
200

4
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
4
4
4
4
4
4

100
100
300
300
300
300
300
300
300

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

54.84
55.45
56.31
57.12
58.14
59.85
60.52
61.47
63.60

CityScapes

LD,
LD,
LD,
LD,
LD,

ULD
ULD
ULD
ULD
ULD

Contrastive
Representation
Learning?

mIoU

Table 6.2: Summary of all Semi-supervised learning experiments on the CityScapes datasets.
LD indicates the total number of labeled data images used following previous state-of-the-art
protocols. We use a 1:1.5 labeled to unlabeled image ratio as that is the maximum we are able
to fit on the GPU, and use contrastive representation learning for all experiments. We report
the results on the mIoU metric.
Dataset

Experiment

Epochs

Batch
Size
(Labeled)

CityScapes

R50, 100 LD
R50, 372 LD
R50, 744 LD

240
240
240

2
2
2

3
3
3

400
200
200

59.99
72.92
74.75

61.00
73.56
75.34

CityScapes

R101D,
R101D,
R101D,
R101D,

240
240
240
240

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

400
300
300
400

70.89
76.21
77.86
79.58

71.89
76.88
78.39
79.64
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186 LD
372 LD
744 LD
1488 LD

Batch
Size
(Unlabeled)

Iterations
Per Epoch

mIoU
Run 1

mIoU
Run 2
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6.4. Experiments

Image

Ground Truth

S4AL

S4AL+

Figure 6.4: Comparison of our framework to the previous state-of-the-art S4AL. The areas of
interest are highlighted and refer to regions wherein our approach supersedes S4AL in terms
of correct pixel prediction.

with 10% of the data as our labeled dataset and gradually query for additional labeled data
per active learning cycle ([7, 8]). We query four regions per image of 30 × 30 and 43 × 43
for each active learning cycle on CamVid and CityScapes, respectively, following [8]. We also
assign pseudo labels to the pixels that meet our prediction confidence threshold of 0.7 in every
image in the unlabeled data pool.
Fig. 6.3 shows our results on the CamVid and CityScapes dataset. Our approach achieves
over 95% of the full dataset performance with only 12.1% of the labeled pixel data for the
CamVid dataset, and 15% labeled pixel data on the CityScapes dataset. We observe a significantly larger boost in the performance during the final active learning cycles, as we allow
the network to train for a longer time, motivated by [222, 8]. Fig. 6.4 shows the difference in
outputs from S4AL and S4AL+, highlighting the advantage of using contrastive learning to
learn better object features. We refer the reader to Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 for a discussion
on the class-wise performance on both datasets.
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Table 6.3: Active learning results on the CamVid dataset compared to the existing state of art,
highlighting the total amount of data required. The results are reported on the IoU metric,
and the numbers within the brackets () indicate the total labeled data usage.

S4AL [8] (13.8%)
S4AL+ (12.1%)
Supervised (100.0%)

Sky

Building

Column
Pole

Road

Side
walk

Tree

Sign

Fence

Car

Pedestrian

Bicyclist

mIoU

91.51
91.08
91.48

82.30
81.99
81.36

15.54
16.62
20.84

91.52
93.88
93.90

72.05
79.21
79.30

73.59
75.65
75.17

40.11
37.39
40.58

31.17
34.27
33.76

78.99
80.31
79.97

48.65
51.20
49.83

49.55
47.56
52.86

61.36
62.65
63.55

Table 6.4: Active learning results on the CityScapes dataset compared to the existing state
of art, highlighting the total amount of data required. The results are reported on the IoU
metric, and the numbers within the brackets () indicate the total labeled data usage.

DEAL [7] (40%)
S4AL [8] (16.3%)
S4AL+ (15.1%)
Supervised (100%)

DEAL [7] (40%)
S4AL [8] (16.3%)
S4AL+ (15.1%)
Supervised (100%)

Road

Side
walk

Building

Wall

Fence

Pole

Traffic
Light

Traffic
Sign

Vegetation

Terrain

95.89
96.53
97.38
97.58

71.69
80.16
79.07
80.55

87.09
86.63
87.87
88.43

45.61
48.15
43.69
51.22

44.94
46.41
46.47
47.61

38.29
35.10
32.24
35.19

36.51
43.78
41.94
42.19

55.47
58.07
57.35
56.79

87.53
88.91
89.14
89.41

56.90
61.50
57.89
60.22

Sky

Pedestrian

Rider

Car

Truck

Bus

Train

Motorcycle

Bicycle

mIoU

91.78
92.08
92.47
92.69

64.25
65.14
67.23
65.12

39.77
39.75
43.44
37.32

88.11
90.52
90.34
90.67

56.87
64.15
49.47
66.24

64.46
65.31
66.37
71.84

50.39
41.53
54.72
63.84

38.92
46.18
47.34
42.35

56.59
58.97
64.01
61.84

61.64
63.62
63.60
65.30

We further compare our system to EquAL [141], another region-based selection method,
that uses a ResNet-50 encoder with DeepLab-v3+ [3, 193]. Starting with 8% labeled data
and a budget of 12% labeled data on the CamVid dataset, our approach achieved an mIOU
of 66.4 on CamVid, compared to 63.4 from EquAL and 65.3 from S4AL. When starting with
3.5% data on the CityScapes dataset, our approach achieves a mIoU of 67.5 with only 10%
labeled data, compared to EquAL’s 67.4 with 12% data and S4AL’s 66.7 with 10% data, thus
demonstrating superior performance of our method on multiple training processes.
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Table 6.5: Semi-supervised learning results on the CityScapes dataset in terms of labeled
images (the first column indicates the ratio of data usage, and the second column indicates
the number of labeled samples). All numbers are reported on mIoU metric using a ResNet101-DeepStem as the encoder with DeepLab-v3+, except those marked with *, which indicates
a ResNet-50 encoder to ensure fairness [12]. SupOnly stands for supervised training on the
portion of labeled data, and SupOnly + Rep indicates a representation learning head is added
to the decoder along with the prediction head.

1/30
1/16
1/8

100
186
372

1/4

744

1/2

1488

6.4.3

SupOnly

SupOnly
+ Rep

ST++ [12]

Mean
Teacher [156]

CCT [158]

CPS [160]

AEL [206]

U2 PL [207]

S4AL+

56.25*
66.1
66.5*
71.08
68.7*
72.53
76.75

58.29*
67.16
68.3*
72.22
70.98*
73.78
77.42

61.4*
72.7*
73.8*
-

69.03
72.06
74.20
78.15

69.32
74.12
75.99
78.10

69.72
74.31
74.58
76.81

74.45
75.55
77.48
79.01

74.90
76.48
78.51
79.12

61.00*
71.89
73.56*
76.88
75.34*
78.39
79.64

Results: Semi-supervised Semantic Segmentation

We compare our approach without the active learning pipeline to semi-supervised learning
methods. Specifically, we do not query for any additional data from the unlabeled pool of
images and only use ground truth for those images that fall in the training set. We train
the network on the labeled training data, assign the pseudo labels based on the prediction
confidence, and retrain the network jointly with labeled and (pseudo-labeled) unlabeled data
twice, before reporting our results.
For semi-supervised Learning, we vary the percentage (%) of labeled images within training
data. Fig. 6.5(a) shows the performance of our framework in terms of previous state-of-theart approaches. We compare S4AL+ with Mean Teacher [156], Cross Consistency Training
(CCT) [158], Cross Pseudo Supervision (CPS) [160], Adaptive Equalized Learning (AEL) [206]
and Unreliable Pseudo Labels (U2 PL) [207] which use the ResNet-101-DeepStem encoder. We
observe a slight drop in the performance on the 1/16 labeled data scenario, but perform at-par
or better than other approaches in all other scenarios. Our method is also superior in terms
of efficiency as 1) it does not use multiple sets of encoders and decoders (like CCT and CPS),
2) does not complex memory bank mechanisms to actively sample for long tail distribution
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Figure 6.5: (a) Comparison of our framework in terms of mIoU to the previous state-ofthe-art approaches for semi-supervised learning on CityScapes dataset. (b) Comparison of
improvements gained by using contrastive learning (ReCo [9]) for semi-supervised learning on
CityScapes dataset.

Image

Ground Truth

S4AL

S4AL+

S4AL+
(SSL_R101D)

Figure 6.6: Knowledge distillation? S4AL+ still makes incorrect predictions under cases of
extra-similar object appearances. However, we show that this is a limitation of the encoder,
MobileNetV2, by comparing its outputs post active learning to the stand-alone output of the
same approach trained under the semi-supervised learning framework (with a similar amount
of initial labeled data) and the significantly more powerful ResNet-101-DeepStem encoder.
classes (MT, AEL and U2 PL), and 3) does not actively obtain pseudo labels at every data
iteration (MT, AEL and U2 PL). We refer the readers to Table 6.5 for in-depth results on the
CityScapes dataset.

6.4.4

Discussion

Our results enable us to answer two questions:
1. Does self-training help the case of active learning? Yes. As a stand-alone adjustment,
self-training boosts the initial mIoU by 1.8 points on the CamVid dataset and 1.2 points
on the CityScapes dataset when using the MobileNetV2 encoder.
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2. Does representation learning help the case of active learning? Yes again. We observe
a boost of 2 points in the initial mIoU for the CamVid dataset and 0.8 points on
the CityScapes dataset with the MobileNetV2 encoder. We also verify this for semisupervised learning in Fig. 6.5(b) and Table 6.5, wherein we use variants of a stronger
ResNet encoder.

6.5

Conclusion

We propose a solution for improving active learning for semantic segmentation motivated by
the desire to eliminate dependency on data augmentation schemes that involve randomness
to ensure robust pseudo labels. We achieve this by formulating active learning as a step-wise
semi-supervised learning problem, using self-training compared to the popular teacher-studentbased framework. We enrich this framework with a representation learning head that ensures
the network can maximize its learning potential. While both our components seem reasonably
straightforward, we emphasize that our goal was not to create something entirely new but to
develop a solution from the existing literature. S4AL+ is a strong, but elegant, method for
active and semi-supervised learning, with potential for improvement (Fig. 6.6), as it achieves
state-of-the-art results in both domains.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Outlook
7.1

Conclusion

In this thesis, we explored curation of datasets and development of neural network architectures
for semantic segmentation (Chapter 2) and object detection (Chapter 3). We demonstrated
the likeliness of extending existing machine learning approaches for network architectures as
well as uncertainty quantification and semi-supervised learning, to hyperspectral imagery.
Next, we developed two novel active learning frameworks, both functioning by merging
semi-supervised learning with traditional active learning practices to improve data distribution understanding, thereby resulting in more useful queries during acquisition cycles. We
leveraged representations present in pretrained ImageNet neural networks to combat learning
with limited data, and formulated approaches for smart querying of informative unlabeled
data points. This greatly reduced the stress, price and hours required for having accurately
labeled data alongside every large dataset that is collected in the future.
The datasets and algorithms developed in this thesis can help in advancing research in
hyperspectral imagery in two different ways - we showed that neural network architectures
and logic work, when carefully applied, to hyperspectral imagery. We also showed, under the
right set of pretrained conditions, we do not require labeling across every data point, which
greatly reduces the need for labeling any new collected dataset.
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7.2

Future Outlook

We explored combining semi-supervised and active learning approaches in Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6. A key part of the approaches being successful was the availability of a pretrained
neural network that had an understanding of how objects look in natural imagery via ImageNet pretraining. An area of development in the future would be curating and gathering a
significantly larger dataset, preferably by extending the HSI sytem setup in Chapter 4 to an
airplane-based moving object scenario, that would enable gathering of large amount of frames
and easy access to temporally coherent data that can be used for self-supervised learning for
hyperspectral representations. An addition to such dataset would be the curation of a synthetic dataset (via DIRSIG) that further generates multiple different scenarios in terms of
lighting and weather conditions, providing the necessary elements for self-supervised learning
and sim2real domain adaptation.
Finally, it is also worth considering, is a pretrained neural network required at all for
semi-supervised learning frameworks that deal with limited data. Research has shown that
it is indeed possible to combine self-supervised and semi-supervised learning for image classification, but not for object detection or segmentation. A cleverly designed neural network
architecture, which is able to process hyperspectral information, can help provide the necessary representation, towards the object category. We showed in Chapter 3 that squeeze-andexcitation networks are sensitive to hyperspectral contents within the patches, but observed
in Chapter 4 they do not work so well when directly applied to large scenes. The answers to
how to selectively gather information from patches, while working on an large hyperspectral
image, when coupled with the correct self-supervised learning task, can lead to fruitful results
in the future.
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